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Golden Knights make impressive showing in Olive Garden Classic- Sports, page 28
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t>y JENNIFER LUPO
and REX HOGGARD
Staff writers

For the second time this school
year, the Student Government
elections are under cloud of pos;: : : sible campaigu violations.
::,j·,:
Investigations have been initi.,. . ated against the ticket of Damon
Mason/Juliann Hickey. The Central Florida Future rec~ived a
copy of a Jetter, dated Jan. 27,
addressed to Don Doyle, chiefjustice of the judicial council, alleging possible violations of election
statutes.
The letter, written by presidential candidate Ferris Merritt, alleges that Damon Mason improperly used his position as SG Comptroller to influence club and organization votes.
According to Ashley Guzdzial,
chief electio·n commissioner, "So
far the elections .have been going
very _smoothJy compared to some
years in the past."
Upon learning of the existence
of the letter, the Future requested
from Student Government that the
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Jetter be disclosed, along with
any other information connected
to the allegations. The requests
were denied, citing the need for
a·complete and thorough inves. tigation.
"[There] seems to have
been some miscommunication
between E.C. [the Election Com-

''

So far the elections have
been going very
smoothly compared to
some years in the past.
-Ashley Guzdzial
chief election
commisioner
mission] and our marketing department," said Mason.
The miscommunication was
between reporter and Wendy
Wesley, director of public relation·s, who was not aware ot the
letter's existence.
Following the investigation,
the _Election Commission failed

a

to release the letter; however it
was laterobtained from an ~nony
mous source.
A press release stated that no
election statute had been bro ken
and that Mason was not guilty of
any violations. The release continued to discount Merritt's accusations as opinion and the investigation was then discredited:
Merritt claimed that Mason
began campaigning before the
official campaign period, which
began Feb. 14, by speaking to the
Multicultural Club. Candidates
who campaign before the official
campaign period face disqualification.
According to Guzdzial, the
Election Commission ' s investigation consisted of contacting the
president and members of the
Muticultural Club. Mason , who is
the current Student Government
comptroller, was free to discuss
activity and service fee allocation
with the group as part of his duty
as comptroller.

See ELECTION, page 5
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One of the three newly painted LASER buses awaits outside the Student Center. The buses' six different murals have been on the road since November.

LASER is sporting a new look to attract UFC students
By TARA FRIEDLUND
Staff Writer

What would it take to get more
students riding buses to UCF?
This has been a concern of t!1e
marketing department at LYNX,
which made an attempt to attract
more student riders by decorating
buses with brightly colored murals of various UCF sports.
The tactic seems to be work-

ing. The buses painted with the
sports logos first ran Nov. 2, 1993,
and ridership has risen 23 percent
in the past year.
There are three sport buses,
which are actually LASER buses.
LASER is an acronym for Local
Area Shuttle Eastern Region
Each bus has a mural of a different sport on each side. The six
sports pictured are crew, men's
and women's basketball, baseball,
footb~IJ and women's volleybalJ.

After the LYNX marketing department chose and designed the
images for the sports buses, the
drawings were approved by University Alafaya Corridor Transportation Association board members .
UACTA, a non-profit group set up
to address transportation problems
on Alafaya Trail and University
Boulevard.
"We wanted something on the
outside that would intrigue people
to ride," said Deborah Cooper, di-

In Features

In Opinion

B11rfo11 C. Bell of Fear
Factorx reveals his

Aud our choice for
.'itude11t government
pre.'iidenf b; ...
p1ge 10

bmermo.'il .'iecrets ...
page R4

rector of LYNX marketing and university who has this. I like to ·
public relations. "I wanted UCF say we are the first," said Paul
students ~o like [the murals], and I Skoutelas, executive director and
could think of nothing better than C.E.O. of LYNX. "We see it as
having something school ori- a great partnership between two
public organizations," he said.
ented," she added.
It is because of this unusual
Steve Gavora, director of
UACTA, said the sports theme partnership that UCF pays no adwas chosen because the football vertising fees. The usual advertisteam is ~oving to division 1-A. ing fee for the side of a LYNX bus
"We figured it was a great time to
promote UCF sports," Gavora said.
See BUS, page 3
"I am not aware of any other
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Alumni Fellows. Scholarship - One $800 award to: a)a current UCF Freshman who will be a Sophomore in Fall 1994; and
b)a current UCF Senior who will be a Graduate Student in the Fall 1994. Selection criteria: minimum 3.5 GPA; well-rounded
· involvement on campus or in the community; and/or exceptional work experience.

•

Charles Millican Scholarship - One $1000 award to a current (enrolled at UCF 1993-94) UCF student who will have a
Junior class standing no later than Fall 1994. Selection criteria: minimum 3.5 GPA; outstanding setvice to the university
through campus clubs; honor organizations, student government, etc.; and/or service to the community through job,
volunteer work, setvice projects, etc.
H. Trevor Colboum Scholarship - One $1000 award to a current (enrolled at UCF 1993-94) UCF student who will have a
Senior class standing no later than· Fall 1994. Sel~ction criteria: minimum 3.5 GPA; outstanding setvice to the university
through student government, honor organizations, campus organizations, etc.; and/ or outstanding setvice to the community
through volunteer work, service projects, job, etc .
Phoenix Scholarship - (Coordinated by the UCF Alumni Association; awarded by a committee of donors to this scholarship
program.) One award (typically $1200) to a non-traditional student. Selection criteria is based on merit and financial need.
Minority Scholarship- One $800 award to a UCF ethnic minority student (any class standing). Selection criteria: a) 3.25
GPA; and~) well-rounded involvement on campus or in the community; and/or c)exceptional work experience.
Uistinguished Student Award - One plaque presented to a UCF student who has demonstrated outstanding achievement
in at least one of the following areas: a)scholarship; b) athletics; ·c) social services, religious activities and campus government;
d) creative and performing arts. Students, faculty, and staff may nominate any student who has maintained a minimum 3.5
GPA and has been a full-time student during the 1993-94 school year. Preference is given to Seniors.

•

•
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•
••
•

•••

•
•
•

•

Please note - Partial scholarships are awarded for the Fall and Spring semesters. In order to receive these scholarships, students must
maintain a minimum 3.0 GPA and enroll in at least 24 semester.hours during the 1994-95 year (Fall, Spring, and Summer). Students who
fail to meet these minimum criteria shall be ineligible to receive an award for the appropriate semester(s).

•

Application Deadline - Submit application, statement of academic career goals (one page maximum) as well as a copy of
transcript and any supporting letters of recommendation to the Scholarship Committee by Spm on April 1, 1994.

•

Applications are available in (and must be returned to) the UCF Alumni Relations Office, ADM 340. If you have any
questions please call UCF Alumni Relations office at (407) 823-2586, 8am to 5pm, Monday through Friday.

•
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New paint dresses
up LASER buses
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BUS, from page 1
is about $4,000 per month.
The buses are paid for by combined funds from UCF, Orange
county, LYNX and UACTA.
It did not cost any more to paint
the buses with the sports figures
than ii would have to repaint the
previous designs, said Gavora.
LYNX painters and designers
painted everything and no additional artists needed to be brought
in.
To come up with the designs, the
marketing team searched through UCF
athletic photographs, magazines and
instructional- manuals. The baseball
painting, said Cooper, came from a
manual drawing showing the proper
way to slide. UCF uniforms were
painted on the players. The crew bus is
the only sport taken from an actual
team photograph.
According to Willie Nichols,
bus painter, the buses are first

painted with a solid base coat.
The images are then projected
onto the side of the bus; this way
the painters paint the exact photograph. It takes abo.ut one week
to paint both sides of a bus,
Nichols said.
To paint the windows, a special material called Contravision
is used. This material is painted
then placed over the windows,
Nichols said. From inside the
bus, the windows look tinted .
From the outside, they look
solid.
The buses are scheduled to
arrive at each designated stop
every 30 minutes, Monday
throughFriday, 7:15a.mto6:i5
a.m. when UCF is in session.
A one-way trip costs 25 cents.
A four-month LASER pass can
be purchased for $40 at many
UCF-area apartment complexes,
the UCF Bookstore or the Student Government KIOSK.

DeHoog/Future

A LASER bus waits on campus. The mural was painted from an actual UCF crew photograph. ·

BUYING A CAR?
FOR HONEST, MONEY SAVING ADVICE ON:
CAR SHOPPING TIPS AND TECHNIQUES
CURRENT PRICES ON NEW AND USED VEHICLES
VEHICLE DEPENDABILITY RECORDS
CAR LOANS

CALL:

THE
DRIVER'S
. SEAT

FINANCIAL AID .
FOR COLLEGE

Over $6 billion unclaimed each year •Scholorships
•Loans/Grants
•Internships
•Coop Programs

'

-Call695-6692 Ext. 112

Jim .Bruner (407) 872-·1200

for electronic message

THE. CAR BUYER'S CONSULTANT

Grand Opening!
•

•
•

I•

Italian Restaurant &... Pizzeria

*

•

•Pizza
•Pasta

• Calzones
•Subs

•
•

Pi~za

•Veal
•Seafood

•Salads
•Chicken

by the slice

Wide variety of pizza and pasta dishes
Eat in or take-out!
·Hours: Mc;m-Thurs llam-lOpm. Fri-Sat llam-llpm. Sun Noon-lOpm.

•

•

r--------------, r--------------,

1 Grand Opening Special

1 1

Grand Opening Special
;;...~

1

,~
I I
_:i~--s~\_
I
I
. . J'~.~1iL
I
~~
I
Free= Soda
:
I $2.00 off any large pizza I I: with the purchase
of any large or Sicilian Pizza
I
I
I
1 Expires 2/28/94. Not valid with any other offer. .J I Exoires 2/28/94. Not valid with anv other offer. .J

..----.----------

...... ________ .. ___ _

4250 Alayafa Trail • 359-5900

In the new University

·Palms Shopping Center,
comer of Alayafa and
McCollach, next to
Publix.
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Stress relief course for lawyers established
National Student News Service

WILMINGTON, DEL. - A
course at the Windsor University
College of Law is designed to
teach law students how to avoid
the perils of a legal practice outside the courtroom or office.
Nearly one-third of the
nation~ s attorneys suffer from
depression, alcohol or drug abuse.
The class, "Mastering the Nonlegal Challenges of Practicing
Law." will be offered for the fall
term.
This course doesn't deal with
how to handle computers or find
parking spaces, but delves into

the reality that many lawyers don't
like the profession and how they
don't know how to deal with the
stress.
"It appears a very large portion of lawyers are either very
dissatisfied with their careers,
suffer from some form of mental
illness, or have become problem
drinkers," said Amiram Elwork,
director of the law-psychology
graduate program at Widener
University in Chester, Pa.
Elwork, who wiil teach the
course at Widener's law school in
Wilmington, will prepare students
for the personal challenges that
lawyers now face.
Studies show that lawyers are

more likely to suffer from depression than other occupational
groups in the Unites States. Billable hour expectations have nearly
doubled in the past 15 years, to
about 2,000 to 2,500 hours a year.
The number of attorneys in the
nation are expected to be around 1
million by 2000, creating more
competition in the already
crowded field. ·
"Today's lawyers work in conditions that are remarkably similar to the 'sweat shops' blue-collar workers endured several generations ago," El work said. "Many
law firms have one central motive
that overshadows all others namely profit."

Enrollments fall for both public and pr_ivate universities
National Student News Service
WASHINGTON D.C.- Enrollment in public and private colleges fell during the 1993 falLterm,
and officials attribute the decline
to continuing state fiscal problems, the American Council on
Education said in a report.
Another reason given for the
decline is the increased job opportunities because of the rebounding economy, officials said.
Twelve of the 16 states reporting complete data to ACE-showed
decreases of students attending
their colleges and universities, and

in states reporting increases, those of community colleges to artifiincreases were minimal. The en- cially hold down or reduce enrollrollment figuers were from two- ment," said David Pierce, presiand four-year public and private dent of the American Association
insitutions.
of Community Colleges.
State budget cutbacks have
Only Tennessee .and Georgia
severly affected public four-year reported increases in enrollment
institutuions, which in turn have in public schools; New Jersey and
had to increase tuition signifi- Texas reported stable enrollment,
cantly. The same effect is hitting and the rest reported declines. Pricommunity colleges- for example, . vate institutions fared much betCalifornia'a community college ter- enrollments in independent
system, the largest in the nation, colleges and universities declined
had a nine percent drop i~ enroll- in five of 17 states that reported
ment.
data: Connecticut, Minnesota,
"It appears that tight state bud- Mississippi, New York and Oklagets have begun to force a number . homa.

S1lverado Grill

Woodcreek Square - On Red Bug Rd. 3/4 mi. west Tuskawilla Rd.
in Winter Springs, 695-8868 Open 4pm-2am Mon.-Fri.,Sat&Sun. l.2pm-2am

LIVE COUNTRY MUSIC
Wed.-Sa:t. Starts at 9pm
This Week "DIXIE FLYERS"
NO COVER CHARGE!
~Mon.

•

& Tues. 20¢ Wings 4am-12am

•

~~ed. 25¢ Drafts 20¢ Wings 9pm-12am

Free Lirie Dancing Lessons! Starts at 8:15 pm
~ Thurs. La~ies Night-Ladies Drink
Free Wells or Drafts 9pm- l 1pm
~
Sun. Happy Hour All Day!!

.~II~

Windrift
•

949. Crows nest Circle • Orlando, Florida 52825 • ( 407) 658-0975

-Close enough to UCF to be convienent
-Yet far enough away to get away from it all.

•

•

Washer/Dryer included in every apartment
Screened patios
Fitness Center
Jacuzzi/Pool
Dishwasher
Racquetball courts/Tennis courts
Frost-free Refrigerator
. Garbage Disposal
Self-Cleaning Oven
Spacious Walk-In Closets
We Love and Welcome All Pets (some restrictions)

•
•

Move-In Special!
1 Bedroom Deluxe

2 Bed/2Bath
$299
Move in by February 28, 1994

Peer advisors needed in Arts & Sciences, Business, Education
and Academic Advising Services. 15 hrs/week and summer
orientation programs, $4.25/hr. Apply in Academic Advising
Services, Phillips HaJl, Room 202.

ru
c

'

$199

•

Don't Delay, Call Today!
658-0975

•

'

.J

.

f

QUALIFICATIONS

*Responsible, Reliable, and Adaptable
*2.5 GPA or higher
*Available during summer orientation
*Willing to commit to at least a year of service
· *Enthusiastic about serving UCF community

Considering the paper is
due tomorrow, aren't you
glad we're open all night?

•

.

Help UCF Students Solve Their Academic Puzzles

•
•

Many Thanks to... ,

UCF BOOKSTORE
and

For Their Generous Support Of The 1993-1994
Peer Advising Program

•
At Kinko's you'll find the computers, printers and softwcui: you need
to meet challenging deadlines.

,------------------,
1/2 OFF COMPUTER RENTAL
I
I
I
I

Bring Lhis coupon into Lhc Kinko's lisLcd and receive 112 off per hour on self-serve.
in-store computer rental lime. One eourxm per customer. Not valid with other offers.
Good Lhrough 2128/9.+.

·

I

12215 University Blvd.

: ~~·~;~hours
~(Across fron; UC~ -

· kinko•s~

-

-

-

I
I
I
I

:

b h ffi I
- Your !anc ~ - ce _J

•

•

•
•

•
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Student Government lobbies state legislature
·SG members sponsor breakfast in Tallahassee
·by JENNIFER LUPO
Staff writer

On the opening day of the
Florida Legislature, UCF Student
Government sponsored the 5th
annual .Legislative Breakfast.
UCF is the only school that
lobbies the senators and representatives in this fashion, said
SG President Chris Marlin. The
breakfast, which had an attendance of 325, was established to
promote UCF.
State representatives, senators
and members of their staff attended.
Marlin presented Tom Leek,
legislative aid to Representative
Bill Sublette, with an award for
the work he has done in cooperation with UCF. Sublette, a member of the House of Representatives Higher Education Commit-

tee, has lobbied aggressively
against differential tuition .
Differential tuition refers to the
percentage of money paid by the
student and the state.
The breakfast, which was
planned by Kristine Oliveri, director oflegislati ve affairs for UCF
student government, included
muffins, juice, Danish pastery and
coffee from The Mill.

Other people in attendance
were Brownie troops 575 and 471
from Tallahassee, who gave the
representatives and senators Girl
Scout cookies.
Among the other events of the
day were a join~ session between
the house and the senate, an address by Governor Lawton Chiles
and a press confe'rence by Tom
Slade.

r--------------------,
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MR . KABOB
Greek <tnd 0.kditcrntnc.11 1 ( .uisinc

I
I

I

I

112245 University Blvd.
10 % Off
IOrlando, FL 32817
w/ this coupon
1282-4442
~Across from UCF in the UC6 Shopping Center

I
I

I

I

~-~------------------~
DEflHfl'S SKltl fl.RT .STUDIO ·
.
TflTTOOS
L1ccnsccl, Award Wmnmg
Female Artist

DEANA LIPPENS

Individual expression with
. .
a lifetime guarantee

14180 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, rL 32826
281-1228
Mon-Sat 12-8

I · . Discount
wit this ad &
student l.D.

671-7988
University Mobil

4009 N. Goldenrod
Comer of University & Golden.rod

r--------------,

: $19.95 :

See· Europe While Earning College Credit
·

-This Summer!!

Picture Yourself Going
•To class in a swiss Chalet
•Sunbathing in Paris & Londo!)
•Sunbathing "A Naturale"
the Riviera
•To the Hoffbrau Haus in Munich
Interested? Of course you are! Call Maleasa at:
(904)644-8245 or (904)875-4562

: OIL CIAIDI :
l~~~:~::!~~~~~~~J

on

BECOME AN
AIR FORCE NURSE.
The Air Force has a special place for you. As an
Air Force nurse officer you can put your skills
to work and enjoy:
• 30 days vacation with pay per year
• complete medical and dental care
• opportunities to advance
Discover the benefits of a career in today's Air
Force. Bachelor's degree required. Serve your
country. while you advance your career.
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
CALL COLLECT

310-644-0664
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9-{i ~igh6or 1Open :J{OW in 'I1ie 'University Palms
Sfwpping
,
What do you think should be the most important issue in the upcoming Student
Government Presidential election?
"The most
important
iss ue
is
parking
availabil-

"They should concentrate their
efforts on getting more classes at
better times and eliminating the
parking fee for a garage we' ve
already paid for."
D. Kelsey, junior
math major

"An important issue is giving
money to clubs and information
on starting a new club, such as a
sports club or a job-oriented club
to help in getting jobs in the community."
Neal Renuart, sophomore
accounting major

needs to be
re-organ i zed.
They could
pressure
the administration,
petition
them to expand and
update."
Cinthia Beccaccece, freshman
civil engineering major

"An important issue is the Activity and Service Fee. Since the fee
is a large part of tuition, we should
have more say in where it goes
and who comes to campus."
Laura Pope, junior
communication .major

"Making their voices and opinions known and being the most
involved."
Sam Waters, senior
legal studies major

"The financial aid department

,

'University !J[ora{ & (jift Sfiop
~or Sweethearts &

!frientfs
'll.C.~.

Stuient
Specia{s!

366-1177

'We c{e{iver or wire your choice ofJresfi ffower
arrangements, green p!ants, 6a{foons, gift 6as/(?ts
'WE JU.SO j{jt<l)E 'B'EJl:U'TJ:f·UL SIL'l(Jl'J(,'l{_~(j'EM'E?{'TS,
'D /SJ{ (jJl'i(,'D'E'J/S 5J8.['JJ :FI?{'E (j I:FT.5
Jl!FS and 1('F/IYBOO'l( Wire services-We accept a[{ majar credit card's
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AUTO INSURANCE
LOWEST DOWN PAYMENT

A.AAHAUTO

·" ' r,,;

-L

~ IUA:#fl
I}

~· SE ;;jsPAR\~.09~-s~~rs
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UCF STUDENTS!

I
I
I

Mention this ad,

1

and get free towing
coverage!

.·:.

FRE~y Qph?~TES

:

(Between I-4 and 17-92)

629 - 636'4 expires 2/28/94 C·ALL TODAY II
L------------~-------------------~--------~
:r=---1
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~ 1.ake .Claire .Cou.rt . on Campus at UCF ~
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A
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Furnished Apartments
Cable and Data Capabilities
On-Campus Convenien~e
Private Bedrooms
Academic Rental Periods

•
•
•
•

Electricity
Air Conditioning/Heat
Water/Sewer
Local Telephone Service
·

-

~

Live on carnrms jn thjs. new apartment facilit~)J sjtuateo near the heautjful Lake Claire picnic area. Each apartment
~ contains four (4) private heilroorns1 with two (2) full baths, living roorn anil kitchen (see floor rian). It is this single be0ra:irn ~
concept which makes these ayJartrnents so unjque.
~
. ~tu~ents must~~ ~omitteo to t~e Universit~ prior ~o apyJl;9ing ~or these apartments ano must. h~ upyJerclassrnen prior ~
~ to re.s1omg m these fac1f1t1es. Lake c[aJYe Court~aro AfJartvnent.s are .s1tuateo arouno a Commons Bwlomg.
m__!!J
-

~

rnu rnnnol'IJW~lUMn~~f:

~·

iJ II

TYPICAL APARTMENT UNIT

• Community Center
• Laundry Facilities
• Postal Boxes
• Administrative Services
• Meeting Room Space
• T.V. Lounge

~
Department o"f Housing and Residence Life
University of Central Florida
P.O. Box 163222
Orlando, Florida 32816-3222
(407) 823-4663

~

~~~~~Kl~!M'!Ml~~M!~~ i§.~ :
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Fraternity
attempts to
clean house -following
hazing
violations

I
TO ANNOUNCE

. . th practice of
Speciabsts m e
• Adult and pediatric ear, nose
and throat disorde~s
d
• Facial reconstructive an
cosmetic surgery d' sorders
• Dizziness, balance i
and tinnitus
• Hearing aids • Allergy

by RACHEL LaCORTE
staff writer

Five of the seven students investigated in the Sigma Alpha Epsilon hazing incident have been
suspended from UCF.
The final decision was made
last week by Dr. Garth Jenkins,
the judiciary officer assigned to
the investigation.
"This sends the message that
behavior of that type will not be
tolerated and will be punished,"
said Dean McFall, administrative
director for public affairs.
The suspensions range from
.one to three semesters, though the
students have seven days to appeal.
The investigation of the Oct.
24 hazing incident in which three
pledges were said to have been
hung upside down, blindfolded
and urinated upon was a result of
a tip given by an anonymous third
party.
According to numerous rumors, the pledges were not uri-

,,_

We' re going to have to
work hard, but morale is
up. I'm confident that
we 're going to come back
on top.
-Joe Bemisky
vice president of SAE

WE'RE PRO~w oFFICE

\
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d Medical Center .
; · Boulevar
d
Univers1ty
1 University Boulevar
Suite 300, 72W5.inter Park
.

Stephen V. E~rly, M.~ D.
Atkins, Jr., ·
· MD
James S·
MD
Clifford.B. Dubb~n,
. .
Alan J. Saffr~n, . D
Mokns
M.D.
S
Michael S · .
f.A.C. · Regino Rodnquez, . .
Bradley R. Reese, .
John F. Huhn,_ M.D.

M
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OT0~~1toLOGY
GROUP. P.A.

STUDIO PLAZA
979 Vineland Road
Suite \0\, 5
.d 32819
Orlando, FlonXa407 /352-1867
407 /35

I~~~#~~~63-7225

KISSIMMEE
. 26 20 l Hilda Street
Smte '
'd 34741
Kissimmee, Flon a
407 /933-8880
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MEDlC~iversity. Bou\evard
Suite 3~0, 72PS l k Florida 32792
.
Wmter ar '
407 /677 -0099
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nated upon but were squirted with
warm water.
"That's probably the story that
they were using as a cover-up,"
Darin Patton, a member of SAE
said. "There may be some validity
in it, but I don't think that it's
true."
As for the fraternity itself, its
members are working on rebuilding their image and proving they
deserve to be reinstated in the fall.
Patton said that there is a nohazing policy, but that some members had chosen to ignore it. He
said that there will be increased
education in the fraternity concerning hazing.
Joe Bernisky, vice president
of SAE, said that the criteria for
incoming members will be stricter.
and the members will have to meet
all standards set by SAE.
"We're going to have to work
hard, but morale is up," Bernisky
said. ·Tm confident that we're
• going to come back on top."

It'$ everywhere
you VJS.nt to be
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NEWS BITS
D Students who use the SGA
Macab will not have to pay for
laser copies as of Jan. 31. The cost
for each copy previouslywas 5
cents. Each student who 1:1ses the
lab will have a limit of 100 free
copies per semester. Should a student exceed the 100-copy limit
during the semester, more copies
may be purchased through the
Kiosk at 5 cents each. This accumulation will begin within the next
two weeks.
D Student Government Association President Chris Marlin and
Vice President Joe Justin have requested a budget addendum to the
senate for the purchase of a fax
and copy machine. These machines will be for student use in
the SGA Maclab. SGA will subsidize faxing and copying so that
the cost is significantly lower than
that of off-campus copy centers.

D The Multicultural Club will
host a buffet dinner to welcome
the dancers of the Danish Gymnastic and Sports Organization on
Saturday Feb. 19. Fifty-one members from the island of Sealand,
Denmard are visiting Orlando as
guests of local families. An
evening of Danish folk dances and
gymnastic musical routines will

follow in the Visual Arts Building
at 8 p.m. For information contact
JoannaMcCully at 823-5504. The
dinner is $5 per person and is
payable at the door. For further
information contact: Amy Koster
at 382-5657.
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Now in practice serving the community"
Our caring hands treat headaehes, Neck &
~
Lower Back Pain, S~iatica, Muscle Spasm
;}
We also have Nutritional Counseling.

Ch. Wa!/.ne .1JimtJJeau
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101 Lake Hayes
Suite 105
·, Ovcido, Florida

Mon.-Fri., 9-6pm by Appt.
Professional Courtesy to
Students & Staff

Woody Dudley, D.V.M. ·
Bird~,

cats, dogs, reptiles and exotics.
*Special rates for students, faculty and staff*
Mitchell Hammock Veterinary Clinic
45 Alafaya Woods Blvd.
Oviedo, Fl 32765
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EAST LANSING, Mich - The hiring of new college graduates is expected to increase this year after a
five-year lull, a survey by Michigan
State University found.
The survey, done by the Collegiate Employment Research
Instituite at Michigan State, found
tht hiring should increase 1.1 percent. The figure was based on the
responses of more than 600 business, industry and government orga-

D The Jewish Community Center, 851 North_ Maitland Ave.,
Maitland will be holding its 8th
Annual Health Fair Sunday, Feb.
20, from 12 noon to 4 p.m. Free
screenings for diabetes, pulmonary function, blood hemoglobin
and oxygen, vision and hearing
problems, skin, colon, and prostate cancer, heart rhythms, vascular disease, foot problems, and
skin allergies will be given. A
cholesterol screen will be available for $3. Information, visual
displays, and hands-on models
will be presented in the areas of
psychology, cardiology, urology,
orthopaedic surgery, radiology,
OB/GYN, gastroenterology, massage therapy, physical therapy, and sports injuries. The Missing Children Center will be fingerprinting
children and ORT will llold a blood
drive. A Purim Carnival on the
Jewish Community Center
grounds wi 11 be held concurrently.
For more information, contact
Sylvia Pasnak at 645-5933,x75.

Life Care Chiropractic & Massage Center

T

Hiring of college graduates expected to increase
,this year, according to Michigan State study

Telephone (407) 366-7323

Student Bargains

nizations nationwide.
"The message to new college
graduates is that there are job
opportunities available," survey
author L. Patrick Scheetz said at
Concordia College in River Forest, Ill.
The Recruiting Trends survey also projects an increase of
up to I .6 percent in starting salary offers to new graduates.
Highest among the starting salaries for students with a
bachelor's degree are chemical

engineering, $40,341; mechanical engineering, $35,369; nursing, $29,868: and geology,
$28,414.
Employer catagories expecting the greatest increase in hiring
include hospitals and health care
services; aerospace and components; and banking, finance and
insurance.
"We have a long recovery
ahead to dig our way out of the job
losses of the last four years,"
Scheetz said.

ARBOUR VILLAGE APARTMENTS.
fl600 MacKay Blvd., Orlando, FL 32826 • 282-7333

..STUDENT MOVE.IN SPECIALS
1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT HOMES
• Priyate Clubhouse
• Breakfast bars
• 25 acres of wooded atmosphere
• 2 pools & sauna
• Complete fitness center • Generous closet space
• Window coverings
· • Sand volleyball court
• Fully-equipped kitchens
• Lighted tennis court
• Ligpted basketball court • Minutes from UCF
• Laser bus right to school
• 2 laundry facilities
0

Directions: From University Blvd.,
tum rtght on Alafaya Trail. on the
right. Or from Hwy. 50 (east), turn
left on Alafaya Traii, on the left.

24-hour emergency maintenance .

OFFICE HOURS:
M-F 9-6; SAT. 10-4;
SUN.12-5

4th Annual

SEXUAL
ASSAULT
AWARENESS
WEEK
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS:
Sunday, February 20th
Movie: 'The Color Purple:"
UCF Wilc..1 Pi7.7.:l I Sluc..lenl Center 7:30 p.m.
Mondny, Fehru:iry 21st
Prescnlalior;i: "Choice Not Chance"
UCF Bo~rd Room, Ac.lministration Ruilding 2:00 p.rn.
Kickoff Event:

or

Presentation: ''111e Socialirntion
Rape"
Orlando Naval Training Center's Hospital Clements
Room, Proper [dentification Required 4:00 - 6:00 p.m.
· Tuesday, February 22nd
Presentation: "Rape: A Male Response"
UCF Student Center-Auditorium 5:30 p.m.

'·

Wednesdny, Februnry 23rd
"Activities on lhc Green"
UCF Student Center Green 1I :00 - I :OU p.m.

or

Presentation: Brown Bag Lecture - "Adult Survivors Child
Sexual Abuse"
UCF Student Center Sludent Organizational Lounge 12:00 p.m.

Sleeper & Chair Sets ...................from $199.99
5-Pc. Dinette Sets ...................... .from $ 99.99
3-Pc. Occational Tables ... : ........ .from $ 59.99
Full Bed Sets ...............................from $ 59.99
Hurry in to Corl and save 30-70'/(, on pre-lcaseJ. llranJ name
furniture. We sell for less, so you can't affol'tl to miss these savin~:-..

.
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Store I lour~: I'\ 1011-h1 9 a.Ill.-
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Presentation: "Changing Profile of Male Perpclrntors"
Rollins College - Bush Science Center Rm 108 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Thursday, Febru:iry 24th
Presentation: Prevention of Sexual Harassment
UCF Board Room, Administration Building l 0:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

Videos will be shown ·in the Wild Pizza c.laily from 12:00 - I :00 p.m.
on the subject of Sexual Assault. A display on Sexual Assault will be in
the UCF Library foyer throughout the month of February .
For more information contnct Maureen Schaefer :it 82J-270J
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College studentscan
now pay tuition, receive a ref;und, and
pay for a haircut on
the FSU Card.
National Student News Service
TAllAHASSEE-ForstudentsatFlorida
State University in Tallahassee, paying
tuition and buing books now can be as
easy as showing. their ID cards.
The identification/debit card also can
be used to buy food, clothes, tires - just
about anything. The FSUCard can be
used to pay for a haircut, make a longdistance call, pay overdue library fines,
even get money from an automatic teller
machine while traveling abroad.
The debit card operates through Tallahassee State Bank and is now covered
by the Honor A TM system across the
Southeast and the Plus Network
woldwide. It looks like a regular photo
ID card with a magnetic strip on the back.
"This technology has amazing possibilities," said Bill Norwood, associate
director of University Computing Systems.
In December, students at FSU became the first in the United States to have
the option of paying their tuition throught
their university ID/debit cards.
About 200 local merchants also honor
the debit card and rec.e ive free advertis-.
ing when the university announces where
the card can be used. About 40,000 students, professors and employees hold the
cards.

In December students also started using the cards for requests for refunds of
tuWon and other fees. Students can simply have the money deposited into their
FSUCard account, which gets the money
to them faster.
The FSUCard is the first campus identification card to be fully integrated into
the banking system .
"Our main focus was service to our
students and getting rid of costly, old
manual services," Norwood said.
Since the program was developed in
1990, FSU officials have been consultants
to more than 50 universities interested in

similar systems.
complete a kiosk in a local shopping mall
FSUCard holders will soon be able to for students to access transcripts, their
receive financial aid from granting agen- grades, admission requirements, job 'ofcies directly into their FSUCard accounts. ferings or financial aid services at the
In addition to being a debit card, the ID touch of a screen.
card is being set up to be used as a doorkey
"Parking is limited on campus, and it
for resident students. The university is would be very convenient to have the
refitting exterior doors of residence halls kiosks in the shopping malls where anyto replace keys with the FSUCard. The one could use them," Norwood said. "We
card system will open loc~ed doors auto- could linkFloridaA&MUnivesity, Taliamatically, making acc~ss easier for handi- . has see Community College and state agencapped students. It also protects students cies into them. They could even take
by notifying security when residence hall MasterCard or VISA for paymen.t of unidoors are propped open.
versity fees."
By summer, the university hopes to
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The University of Central Florida Campus Activities Board
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Patton/Gulch have
·both the experience
and honesty for SG
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Last Saturday, the Editorial Board of the Future, which
is comprised of News Editor Rex Hoggard, Student
Government reporter Jennifer Lupo, Editor in Chief Dave
Bauer, Opinion Editor Brian Costello, Sports Editor Jenny
Duncanson, and opinion columnist Sbannon Martin, met with
the six candidates who are seeking the office of Student
Government President. The decision on who to endorse was a
difficult one, due to the candidate's universal agreements on
such issues as the breaking of Mariott's monopoly, the need
for increased parking, and the importance of expanding a
Spirit Task Force to address student apathy. The fact that the
candidates didn't strike any of us as shining examples of
statesmen and women made the decision that much more
difficult. While this is by no means a passionate endorsement,
we ultimately felt that the ticket of Darin Patton and Kevin
Gutch was the most direct in their answers to our questions,
and had the most qualified and balanced ticket of the six
candidates.
In contrast to some of the other candidates who see!11ed
like they were just telling us what we wanted to hear, Darin
Patton simply answered the questions. They seemed to not
only know what the problems were but they were fairly versed
in the possible solutions. When asked about the SAE incident,
during which pledges were allegedly urinated on (Patton was
president of the fraternity last fall) , Patton didn't dance around
the question; he was refreshingly direct. This honesty was
what made him stand out from the other candidates who also
had just as much, if not more, experience in Student
Government. The Patton/Gutch ticket was also the only ticket
that was balanced ·in t~rms of the effectiveness and
competency of both candidates. The other tickets have either a
· strong presidential candidate or a strong vice-presidential
candidate, but not both.
While we admire Arturo Mc Donald's concern for UCF,
which, unhke the other candidates', appeared to be his sok
motivation for seeking the office of SG President, we felt th•1t
the job would be too much to tackle for someone with no
experience in Student Government.
We liked Stacie Riemersma's ideas about increased
interaction between UCF and the Orlando community in the
hopes of finding jobs for UCF graduates. However, her ideas
on expanding SGA, especially in light of the rncent A&S Fee
increase, make us question how much deeper students will
have to dig into their pocketbooks to fund these programs if
implemented. We also wonder how she views herself as
capable of being in charge of $3 million dollars when she can't
even keep track of where her campaign materials end up.
Damon Mason, while knowing all of the financial realities·
of SGA as Comptroller, also knew many of the problems
students face but offered no concrete solutions. This ticket
seemed a little too idealistic and not so realistic with their
suggestions.
The Meritt/Poston ticket was the only ticket who thought
the President/Vice-President salaries were excessive, and .
offered to at least take a pay cut, and establish a scholarship
with the escess money. But we felt that, judging from who did
most of the talking last Saturday, that perhaps the ticket should
have been Poston/Meritt.
Shawn Aaron was the o.nly candidate to give lip service to
increased funding for the arts. He was also the only candidate
to suggest that Student Government should go to the students
instead of the other WiiY around. While Aaron pointed out
what was wrong with the university, he proposed no viable
solutions.
While the vote for the endorsement was close (3-2)
between Aaron/Steedley and Patton/Gutch, the endorsement
was ultimately given to Patton/Gutch because they did not
skirt around the issues with us, and presumably won't if
elected.
The Central Florida Future supports the Patton/Gutch
ticket for president in the 1994 spring election.
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With the Presidential Elections upon us, I as a reporter,
have a great responsibility to the students of UCF. I must
muddle through the clean-cut, close-shaven, pretty boy/glamour girl appearances each candidate presents and get to the
meat of what they stand for and plan on doing for JJCF. ·
In my attempts, I have been reminded ofiast full' selection
where- as I was told, I ruined someone's chance to run for
president. I was also told this person had worked his whole
college career to be Sudent Governmen~ Pres:deT)t at UCF..
For a minute or two I felt bad. I realized tnat maybe this
student was actually given theshortendofthestick; maybe we
were hard on him, maybe he is a good politicial), maybe he
deserves to be president. Then I came to my senses and
realized that as an elected official of UCF Student Government he would be in charge of three million of our tax dollars.
With this knowledge I could not just sit back and let a
candidate's actions go unnoticed.
·
Grudges in the political world aren't soon forgotten. One
example was when Greg Scott, who ran for Senate in the fall,
came up for appointment by the Senate for the position of
Election Commissioner a few weeks ago. ·It seems during the
fall election, Scott was accussed of slander against one of his
opponents. He was later cleared but some people can't forgive
and forget. When he came before the Senate, it seemed like
a re-enactment of the Spanish Inquisition or the Salem Witch
Trials. He explained to the Senators the circumstances behind
the allegations and said that he had learned from his mistakes
and still wanted to be involved in Student Government in some
.form.
I realize that maybe a person who would be willing to break
the rules may not be a good person to put in such an influential
position as Election Commissioner, but as students we are
going to make some mistakes, but I'm not so sure this was
understood.
Accountability is one of the aspects of a Student Government job. They must be accountable and responsible for their
actions and the way they effect th~ student body ofUCF. They
must b.e willing to take criticism as well as they take praise
from the students and the media.
.One of the obstacles I have encountered while dealing with
the SGA is their amazement with me questioning their.actions.

Central Florida Future
? 1!194 Tho Canlral Fbrida Ful!Jro, Inc.

12243 University Blvd. Orlando, Florida 32817
Business Office (407) 823:8054 News Office (407) 823-8192
Fax(407)823-9495

They have gone on for so long not having to answer to anyone
that they feel they are invincible. They are so concerned with
the image ofUCF as a whole that they are too busy to deal with
the little every.day problems the typical studenrfaces:
One problem with th1~ .~ th::!t for the a long time, SG has
taken a passive role in confronting students' problems. They
usually wait for students to come to them. The problem with
this is that the SG office is not the most cordial of places.
When a student enters, they are confronted with a long
hallway, lots of closed doors, and no one to direct them with
where they need to go to get the help they need. I know with
other offices on campus there is an identifiable receptionist or
at least someone to answer questions. On occasions, there has
been a student in the first office on the right, but usually a
student or reporter must wait for someone to walk by to answer
their question or direct them as to where to go.
This passivity and unavailabilty to help the·single student
has led me to question the officials we elected. When I do this,
it usually leads to an understandable tension between the
newspaper and SG, but once again they must understand that
they will be held accountable and responsible for all decisions
and actions they make.
I have no reason or need to explain myself, but it seems to
me some people are unclear about the role of the press. We are
here to inform students, staff, faculty and people of all ages.
Sometimes the things we show aren' talways "nice" or "pretty,"
but that's life. We are protected by the first amendment and
the truth.
We try our damndest to be objective. People must understand the position we are in. We have the responsibility of
giving praise or exposing controversy as necessary. We can
not be everywhere at once and we can't over look something
if it is just a "little" wrong or a "little" unethical.
If it's wrong and you got away with it, consider yourself
lucky-if you get caught you deserved it.
Jennifer Lupo covers Student Govemment for The Future.
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Why isn't ASL accepted for UCPs Foreign Language Requirement?

I .. •

"What do you mean American Sign Lanuage doesn't
count as a foreign language?"
If you have asked that question at least once, perhaps you
are one of the many who just can'1 seem to understand why
UCF is one of the few universities that still refuses to accept
American Sign Language as a foreign language.
For those who don't already know, UCF has a foreign
language proficiency requirement that applies to any student
wanting to graduate with a·bachelor of arts degree. It does not
mean students have to take any courses, but they do have to
demon'strate a proficiency equivalent to two semesters of
cours-e work (maybe three, depending upon your major).
There are, of course, only two ways to satisfy this prerequisite:
either take some foreign language classes or take the proficiency exam.
Unfortunately, there comes a dilemma when one tries to
define what a foreign language is and what classes should
count towards the requirement. According to the Undergraduate Catalog for 1993-94, it is "Language which may be used
to include those taught at UCF and any others for which the
University can obtain standardized proficiency tests."
So how does American Sign Language compare? Well, it
is taught at UCF, and secondly, the university can acquire a
standardized proficiency test from the National Technical ·
Institute for the Deaf in Rochester, New York. So according
to what is posted in the Undergraduate Catalog, American
Sign Language should count towards the proficiency requirement.
Well, not exactly.

tion requirement." Unfortunately, the resolution failed, but
now an interesting point arises. With this proposal, there' the
implication that ASL never counted as part of the requirement. Yet, as previously mentioned, no such prior exclusion
exists. So now, two possibilites become evident: either there
was a past resolution that was not reported during the investigation
to exclude ASL, or ASL has previously counted as a
Such would be the same response from David Dees, Assis- ·
foreign
language,
and by failure of the proposal, NO college
tant Dean of Undergraduate Studies. He claims that ASL
has
the
option
to
say
whether or not ASL satisfies the graduwon't count because it does not fit the purpose for which the
ation
requirement.
foreign language requirement is implemented.
Personally, there is not just reason for the exclusion of ASL
And just what exactly is that purpose? The best answer
from
the University Foriegn Language Proficiency Requiretraces back to February, 1992, in the faculty senate, under
ment.
The University's position on this matter is well i11usResolution 1991-1992-10, when the university administratrated
by the deliberate placing of sign language classes
tion approved the infamous foreign language-proficiency
separate
from the Department of Foreign Language. ASL
requirement. According to this resolution, the foreign lanclasses
can
be found in the Department of Communicative
guage requirement became the means through which underin
the College of Health and Public Affairs Disorders
graduate students obtain "an appreciation of other cultures."
which, in all respects, is not where' ASL should be. A hearing
Now, is this to say that the 500,000 deaf Americans in this
country don't count as a culture? Many would argue either impairrment is not a communicative disorder relative to the
way, but perhaps this is why the same resolution also mentions deaf population. With sign language, the deaf culture has no
the "multitude oflogistical, financial, and philosophical prob- problem communicating within itself. It's their hearing that's
lems" in executing any foreign language requirement in the a disorder, and such is only a characteristic of a labeled culture
- much the same as our African-American or Latin-Amerifirst place. Still, no direct legislation towards the exclusion of
can cultures, or any other culture based on color, religion,
.ASL from the requirement can be found.
Perhaps the only time ASL was ever expressively brought location,.or language. The only communicative disorder that
to the senate was in March, 1993, under Resolution 1992- remains present is the one that's forged by a university who
1993-8. This bill proposed that "Colleges within the Univer- repels its students from understanding a culture and language
sity of Central Florida have an option to allow American Sign that can be discovered even within its own student body.
Daniel Kreitz is a sophomore majoring in communications.
Language to fulfill the University Foreign Language gradua-

Daniel Kreitz
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Are students taking notice of the deadly realities of the AIDS virus?

•

Oh yes, 'tis yet another day of clear skies, cellulite-free
thighs, news where no one dies, and parking made easy at
UCF!
What am I, high? Well. no I am not, as if anyone out there
really cares. I'm just subtty pointing out the extremely
obvious. · It's 1994 and with all of America's unsurpassed
technology and scientific genius, we can't get our act together.
It seems we have too much of everything in this country,
ranging from guns and drugs to healthy competition. We each
go about our days only knowing what is happening around us
from what we read in the newspaper and see on the news.
There's an underlying belief that if something isn't in "the
news," it must not be very important.
I was told by a friend yesterday, "Cath, you worry about
things way too much .... Why don't you just go with the flow?"
Yeah, whatever. But then I realized that this was the same
person, who, in a conversation about the virus that causes
AIDS, said to me, "I think people are blowing this thing waaay
out of proportion .... I'm not in a high risk group, so I don't
have to worry about it!"
Gee, alluw me to interject a moment, but if someone is
having sex, doing the deed, or however he or she phrases it,
that person is at risk! AIDS is an illness, and surprise, it is not
prejudiced. And it tweaks me beyond belief to observe the
attitudes of many of my peers.
It has already occurred to me that everyone knows about

.

the AIDS virus, and is probably getting symptoms from
thinking about it. My question is: Are college students
actually listening to the reality of this deadly disease?
Our ·generation faces every imaginable issue, most of
which are quite grim. Whether it's drug abuse, alcoholism,
rape, crime, or simply living and adjusting to the times, we are.
forced to taste·this bittersweet potion labeled "reality." And
while dodging these downers, we find ourselves aware of the
problems, but not necessarily confronting them- unless they
involve us directly.
With all the problems we are bombarded with today, the
one that should be taken most seriously is AIDS. After
recently seeing the movie Philadelphia,I realized that now the
disease has ~t the silver screen, it is taken for granted that
people will accept it and re-evaluate their thoughts and prejudices. Big deal! Now that the acronym "AIDS" has been
added to the lingo of the po1itical1ycorrect,everything'sgoing
to be all right now.
If only life could be that easy.
I am a firm believer in thinking that no matter what evil

force surrounds us, there is usually some precaution that can
be taken to help prevent it from happening. Obviously with
AIDS, this precaution is using latex condoms. The other
precaution, of course, is abstinence, but in getting back to the
reality of today, sometimes this practice isn't fathomable for
many .
So here is a young man in his nifty duds with "AIDS" buried
somewhere beneath his remaining brain tissue. Then he meets
"Ms. Thing" and the situation starts becoming a little tainted
with passion. What happens next?
Poof, AIDS disapears and hopefully CONDOM surfaces.
· But what to do when there is no such adornment on hand?
Maybe UCF needs the same service another school used to
have - delivering condoms with just a phone call, with the
slogan "we come before you do!"
My reasons for writing this is· not to take over ·the role of
mother, but only to do my part as a caring human being. The
attitudes I see and experience aren't those of a generation who
should be cautious, but instead that of risk takers and rules
breakers. I'm not saying overhaul your whole lifestyle; do
whatever it is that gets you off, whether it involves sex or not,
but just keep thinking about safer sex. It would be wise not to
break the rules when it comes to this virus, because someday
. it might just come back to haunt you. I can ' t think of a worse
nightmare than waking up every morning, hoping a cure will
be found while knowing a painful end is in sight.

...:..:

. .:· te..tters Policy·· '.: · .

Proclamation from Opinion Editor Brian Costello: We encourage our readers to submit letters to the editor. Letters must be typed, no longer than 300 words (and I really can't stress that enough), and must
include the author's name, major, and must be signed. Lettes should be sent to: The Central Florida Future, CIO Brian Costello, 12243 University Blvd., Orlando, FL 32817. Or, if you're one of them ritzyshmitzy types who wants to impress techno-fetishists like Editor Dave Bauer, then why not fax your
letter to·( 407) 823-9495?
· _
.
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The Central Florida Future
I

GREEK CORNER
Ladies get psyched and get ready
to win Queen of Hearts is here. War
of the Wings is coming soon.IU
loves EOE. March 6. Everyone get
ready!

CLUB INFO

Februaryl6, 1994

I

FOR RENT

1988 Mazda Rx7, 5 speed, 75K m
sunroof, AC,AM/FM Cass.,Cruise
Excell.Cond. $7995 366-9971

TIPISTS .

PERSONALS

UCF/Waterford-Lakefront, 1BR, 85 Nissan, 3002X, Dk Blue, T
New
Tire
1BA, New Condo, Furnished. $420/ Tps, 107K,2x2,
mo /includes Water Call 671-8166 $4500,0BO 365-6199
Duplex for rent. Has Washer/Dryer. 1987 Mazda, B2200 Truck $3,400,
2bdr/2 ba. 1/2 mile from UCF. No L...i.u...L1.L....1-.6.i..s::a.~J..W..J..1.LJ~:lllQL_---J
Pets Please. Interested Call (407) 87 Trans AM, T-Tops, Red, Well
273-7435.
Maintained, · Excel Cond $6500

Witty, Intelligent individuals of all
sorts looking for friendships with
possiblity of relationships. Call 2829216 and ask for Meg, Duane,
Bryce, Cheong, Melissa, Dawn,
Bridgette, Hal, Brenda, Brian,
Jamie, Merill or Vicki, or leave a
message on E-Mail@ IND-00231.
We like all sorts. Don't feel intimated. Call Please.

WORDMASTERS
Typing and Resume Service
Since 1986 for all your student
needs. ·IBM and laser equip. Same
day service avail. We've moved,
call for info 277-9600

Typing service: will type variety of
Episcopal Campus Ministry
documents, resumes, term papers,
Wednesday, Noon, Room 214
letters, forms, etc. Quality work!
Student Center
Fast service! Call Amy 678-2973
Earn cash stuffing envelopes a
Students, Staff, Faculty, all
All
materials
provided.
Sen
home.
IBM XT, 640K, 20 MEG HD,5 1/4
welcome
SASE to P.O. Box 395, Olathe, K
KCO Inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735
r - - - - - - - - - -----1 Floppy , Keyboard, Modem $225.
66051.
8235
359
GOLD BRACELET. Lost Feb. 3,
WESLEY FOUNDATION
·
WP6.0, editing, APA, etc. 366-0538
Earn$500ormroeweeklystuffing Thursday in library or on campus.
IBM Compatible 286AT, IMEG RAM
United methodist campus
envelopes at home. Send long Sentimental value. Gift from my
ministry invites you to participate 20 MEG HD, Both Floppies, Key·SASE
to: Country Living Shop- deceased Mother. Big Reward.
A+ Typing and Word Processing
l with them in any of their weekly
board, $300, 359-9848
pers,
Dept
S37,
P.O.
Box
1779,
r---------~------+papers,
resumes, and more! LoI activities. If you want more
Desk-5 drawer, metal, with lamp
Lost Clear Motorola Beeper Be- cated close to UCF. Call today:
and chair - OBO, 699-0124
information, contact Steve
tween Engineering Bldg and Book- (407) 366-7123
Binkley in SC206 or call x5335
Earn up to $500 per week assem
fo r more information. All are
Bed Orthopedic, Queen set, Both
bling products at home. No experi sfore. If found please call Larry.
382-6727. Reward
pieces still in plastic: $125 Cash,
welcome for fellowship & fun!
ence. Info: 1-504-646-1700 DEPT.
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - < 657-2566
Food servers-5 nights, Pi Beta Ph
Muslin Student Association Allahu Queen-Size Sofa Bed for only $60
sorority house, free meals, Mrs.I
kbar! Ramadan is near! For lnfor- Call 894-7539
Singer. 273-2603
ation on the exact date call 273- Panasonic FW50 duel cassette raALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY . ReggaeJam Spring Break JAMI CA
363. Also be sure to stop by the dio, Portable, high speed dubbi'ng,
MENT-Fisheries. Many ear
from $289 ea. FREE info by mail - Spanish beginners, conversational
MSA desk in Student Center, Rm Excell. Cond. AC adaptor included
$2,000+/mo. in canneriesor$3,000 24 hrs. (800) '.'U" REGGAE 800- and/or remedial. Small groups now
15 to learn about the unique way $60, willing to neg. 380 _2026 x3382
$6,000+/mo. on fishing vessels. 873 _4423 .
·
fonning. Please call 629-2117
o life of the Muslims or to get in on MARYKAYCLOSEOUT-- 25%0ff.
Many employers provide room o1---"-'--"--'-...:.=.:::..;___ _ _ _ _ _ _~ (W.P. Please call 249-3898.J
·t·
t' ·t·
p
f th
b d d
·
N
DI ET SMART-Lose up to 30 pounds
oar an transportation. o expe
ur exc1 1ng ac 1v1 1es. ray or e Save on your favorite skin care &
!Bosnians .. !
· rience necessary! For more infor in 30 days for only $34.95. 1-800r - - - - - - - - - - , . - - - - - - - J glamour products while supplies
259-9747
N d I ·
ampus Action for Animals Meet- last! Call Now 682-522 7
mation call: 1-206-545-4155 e x t . r - - - - - - - - - - - - -i ee hep 1n math (through cal 2)
ng. Feb. 2·1, in the S.C. Rm 211 4- Bedroom Set. Dresser with mirror,
A5418
Publishedwriter/editorwill review/
or statistics? We can help ..
7
PM
Night Stand and Desk, Dark Pecan, Music Industry Fall-Spring Intern- edit your works in progress: PaAvailable days/evenings days/
~..:..:.:..._-------------<
week. Call 249-3898
(UCF DIVE .CLUB-SCUBA!) RE- $65, Bedroom Set 6pc, Dresser ship. National Concert Promotion/ pers, theses, book mss. Free estiSEARCH F.O.S. SAT~ 9 • GINNIE with mirro~ Twin Beds, Chest and Marketing company based in L.A~m~a~te~·~6~8=2-~5=22=7~-----~----------~
sp 6s 2120 SCUBA DISCOVERY De?k, Maple $100, Wair Unit 6pc, seeks RESPONSIBLE, OUTGO- THE FLORIDA JOB HOTLINE .
AT .UCT POOL SAT 2126 RAIN- Scan Design Teak $150. Call Kim ING, Music/Marketing Intern based DIRECTORY.,Over200JobHotline
BOW RVR 2/27, MEETING MON 568-7936
in Orlando. Sophomore or above. recordings throughout the entire Math , Physics, Engineering, Flex.
N SC-214 5-7 PM. INFO 382- Martin Alto Saxophone. Good con- Know your market well, bevery into state-eai:h one fisting positions Hrs. Wkends. Reasonable Rates.
dition. $300. OBO. Karl 382-6727 music. Call Mary ASAP 213-368- available right now. Professional Leave Mess. 679-4391
4738
ni mation & Film Assoc. Mondays Waterbed: good cond., ratts, shelf,
and technical opportunities in a wide
:30 PC3 Rm. 204. Call Chuck mustsell,$500B0282-9413
AA Cruise & Travel Employmen varietyofmunicipalities.lfyourlookmburn 699-5330. Events include r-----~--------1 Guide. Earn Big $$ + Travel th ing for a job, no matter what your English Tutor. Need help with your
world Free! (Caribbean, Europe, field, this drectory is your most val u- writing style. Call Becky 957-8982
nimation & film , workshops as well Entertainment unit: excellent cond.
s quest speakers. So whether you black, includes cubes/end tables,
Hawaii, Asia) Hurry! Busy Spring able resource! To order, send check
are in the film program or not, come must sell, $75 OBO 282~9413
Summer ·seasons approaching. or money order, payable to: By
heck out the animation film assoFree TravelClub Membership! Cal George! Publishingfor$19.75(price
iation.
Child's bedroom set: bed, dresser,
(>LL>~~..:::n.l-'"""'-'~~~----1 includes tax, p&h) to: By George!
Ash Wednesday Mass.Today at night stand, desk w/ hutch, white, SWIM INSTRUCTORS. April thru Publishing, P.O. Box 616826, Ornoon. Knights Room. Inside the oak. mussell$1500B0282-9413 Sept. Cert. WSI and CPR. Full or lando, Fl. 32861-6826.
NEED EXTRA INCOME?
cafeteria. Call 281-4438
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 Part time. Call 834 -5060. Atlantis 1--V-id_e_o_G_a_m_e_T-ou_r_n-am-en_t_s_.W-in__J
1OR2
WK.- DAYS/EVES
prizes for playing Sega Genesis.
Microwav/ conv. oven: like new! Swim School. Altamonte S rin s.
National
placement
assistance
Must sell, $35 OBO. 282-9413
Earn $100 Processing mail for local Qall the Video Game League
831-2233
1-D-e-s-k--5- D-r-aw
_ e_r_,-m-e-ta-l,-w-it-h-la_m
_p_ , mail orqer company. Send $5 to: Hotline. 1-800-303-7979
10600 Bloomfield Dr. fte 1518, Ori. (local 834-9444)
International Bartending Institute
Female roommate to share 3bed, and chair. $120. OBO. 699-0124
2bth home. $300 monthly 113 util.
Fl. 32825. $5 is for the supplies
5 min from -UCF. Call 273 _3805
needed to begin. So get started
now! while supplies last.

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

LOST&FOllND

I

I

TUTORS

SERVICES

1

b
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. TRAINING/EDUCATIO

LEARN BARTENDING

ROOMMATES

AUTOS

I

•

1991 Escort LX 40K m. White.
Male
. Roomate
. to share 3 bdr/2ba T'1n ted w·md ows. Automat•1c. G reat
spl~t plan , with female . New home; Cond. Must Sell. Book value $5795
split plan . Deer Run, Casse.lberry. Will sell for $56 00. Call 292-9404
Non Smoker. $285 mo.1 /2 ut1I. 695-+ - - - - - - - - - - -- -4
3445. Leave message.
81 Datsun 21 O, 2DR Hatchback, 5
Spd, AM/FM , Runs Well,Good
Tires, Sunroof, Good Gas Mileage,
3~r/2ba Home needs a roomate. 5 Fair Cond. 175000m, $500, 277mm from UCF. $275 w/lease. 365- 5145
6199.

·

Coordinator for campus marketin
campaign for a student calling card.
Applicant should have demon
strated leadership ability, goo
campus contacts, presentationa
and organizational skills. If you ar
a motivated UCF student this is
great opportunity. Call 904-893
5661
'

!!! ArTENTION ATTENTION !!! .
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In The Central Florida
Future classifieds. Call
823-8054 for infonnation
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·campt.ts Interviews .

OLDE offers:
12-18 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits

1 800 937-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

~OLDE
DISCOUNf STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSE and SIT'C

An Equal Opportunity Employer

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL TODAY
381-1552

•

-

OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker5M is ·
looking for motivated people to establish a career in
the brokerage business.

If you are unable to arrange an interview call:

AVON workplace Rep. - your customers
are where you worl<!
Offering 40% discount on new products
No minimum order size & Free Delivery
Sawyers, a unique gift line for Men
Avon Apparel
Avon Vitamins
Avon Brochure-by-mail
LEADERSHIP OPPORTUNITY

.,.

March 1, 1994

If you possess excellent communication skills, general
market knowledge and the desire to excel, sign up
for an on-campus interview on March 1, 1994 in the
Career Center.

AVON DOESN'T MEAN
RINGING DOOR BELLS· ANYMORE !!!
•

t

<

Meet the canidates: a guide to the 19'J4 S.G. PtlSdental election
The following are verbatim responses given by canidates during interviews at The Central Florida
Future office on Saturday. Each canidate was given 30 minutes to state their ticket's platform and
an~wer questions from The Future's Editorial Board: Dave Bauer, Editor in Chief; Brian Costello, Opinion
Editor; Rex Hoggard, News Editor; Jenny Duncanson, Sports Editor; Jennifer Lupo, Staff Writer; Shannon
Martin, Opinion columnist.

Patton/Gutch
McDonald/Burgess (Burgess not present)
On parking:
·
On the Arbori tum:
"The parking problem is going to get worse before it gets "In the future, any more building should be stopped by
better ... Now the students are going to have to pay for a parking student activity." (Patton)
garage put up iil the future ..! don't think there's another "I'd be against the building now and any future building
involving the Cypress Dome." (Gutch) · ·
alternative."
."If our school needs to reach the 45,000 people its planned
On the Arbori tum:
"We have to keep part of the arboritum, but we also need to for, than that's a road we'll need." (Patton)
control parking through campus, the only alternative is to form On Parking:
"I do not support the proposed increase. I think we need to see
a mass transit from the parking lots to campus."
progress on the first garage before we pay for a second."
On Marriot Food Services:
"Marriot did not provide the services they should have ... The (Patton)
problem is the workers ...We do need for other companies to On Marriot Food Services: /
"I think negotiating and talking [about the Marriot Monopoly]
·
provide services."
· · · . step." (Patton)
On the $10,000 paid to the Student
· · 000 paid to the Student Government
President:
• He would not be willing to have salary a ·
·s justifyable considering ... the $3 million
basis.

Riemersma/Thomas
On the Arbori tum:
"l think that if it's the sensitiv
there. I think there are other
elsewhere." (Riemersma)
On Parking:
"Get an agreement that the incr
anymore than a certain amount, let'
- set." (Thomas)
On Marriot Food Services:
"Propose to set up a student advisory b
that Marriott knows exactly what student ·
mas)
On the $10,000 paid to the Student
President: ·
"I don't think its fair to look at a persons financial situation and
say you don't get pai!l for the work you do. It's important to
understand how much work that a student body president
does." (Thomas)

Aaron/Steedley

, arming anything, the better ...
ansion is very important to
ave both." (Mason)
ad" (Hickey)
, I think they have enough money
ings that can be done with parking,
ere be a lowe rate for people that park
people pay more for better parking
d Services:
on, we're trying to stay away from Marriot.
d their shot and they failed. Plans are being drawn
, or food court with five outside vendors." (Mason)
On the $8,500 paid to the Student Government Vice
President:
• Hickey said that she would take a paycut and that she isn't
running for the money_.

Merrit/Poston
On the Arbori tum:
On
the Arbori tum:
"The only real thing that you can do as student body president
to stop [the road] is to lobby the administration and work with "We need to stay away from this loss [of land through
arboritum]." (Merritt)
student groups and make people aware." (Aaron)
On parking:
On Parking:
"We'd be against any increase as an advocate for the student. "We are against the parking increase because of the increases
over the years .. alternatives are graduates parking fees or the
We'd lobby against any increase." (Aaron)
On the $10,000 paid to the Student Government laser system." (Poston)
On Marriot Food Services:
President:
"I think it's a good idea to donate the salary to charity ... but I "Marriot's monopoly ends next year or the year
think by keeping the salary, it gives access for students who after ... researching groups to fill the student center." (Poston)
On the $10,000 paid to the Student Government
are·n 't wealty to run." (Aaron)
President:
On Marriot Food Services:
"I've heard complaints about Mariot from just about every- "I would have done this for free." (Merritt)
one ... to change, we'd bring in local businesses, we'd fight to get • Poston said he would donate some or all of his salary to
other restaraunts on campus and perhaps renew one aspect o chairity, if elected.
the Marriot contract." (Aaron)

Damon Mason

Juliann Hickey

SEJ\TIOR • ACCOUNfINGIFINANCE

JUNIOR• AD/PR & SPAi~SH

• SGA Comptroller
• A&SF Committee Chairman
•Student Union Planning Committee
• Chairman of the Finance Committee
• Arena Policy Board
• Senator 1989-92
• Organization, Appropriations and
Finance Committee
•Clubs and Organizations Committee ~~~~~~=-~~~~~~~~~~~~~":0:':"'~~
• Omicron Delta Kappa

Presidential Profiles

COMMUNICATION- Open the lines of communication between the Student Body President and the
Students through a bi-weekly radio talk show arid
answering- questions at open forums on the green

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS-Make Homecoming activities more accessible for involvement of
all students .a nd improve cultural awareness during
Orientation

SPIRIT-CreateStudentGovemmentpositiondedicated to improving spirit at UCF

NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS- Create
Non-traditional Work Study Program to enable
non-traditional students the opportunity of campus
involvement as they seek employment

SAFE1Y- Construct a sidewalk down Gemini Boulevard to Lake Claire
CAMPUS- Create a 24-hour study center during
mid-terms and finals

PARKING- Reform parking ticket appeals process
and create more handicapped parking

• Director of Academic Affairs
•Leadership Orlando
• Leadership UCF Steering Committee
• Senator 1992-93
• Service and Public Relations Committee
• A&SF Committee
• Scholarship Committee 1994-94
- • Provost's Student Advisory Committee
• Course Guide Coordinator
•Golden Key National Honor Society
• Phi Eta Sigma

COMMUNI'IY- Gain support for 1-A football
and pressure local retailers to carry UCF merchandise
STUDENT UNION- Provide the experience
needed to continue to continue to oversee the planrungand efficient construction ofthe Student Union
YOU- Guarantee student influence on every administrative committee to give the students a voice
when dealing with such key issues as reasonably
priced food service

Farris Merritt

R. Scott Poston

JUNIOR• EDUCATION

SENIOR• BIOLOGY/PRE-MED
• Student Government Senator
• Service and Public Relations Committee,
Vice-Chairman
• Legislative, Judicial and Rules Committee
• Pat President, Student Nurse Association
• l.F.C Chairman of Expansion
• Distinguished Military Student AROTC
•Delta Tau Delta Fraternity, President
• Alcohol Task Force

PROMOTING SCHOOL SPIRIT
ADDRESSING YOUR CONCERNS
We Will work to increase class availability by
creating a feasible and comprehensive yearround academic schedule. We will work to
increase student advisement and counseling services in order to help keep in focus the goals of
the individual student. We will organize methods to improve the registration process in order
to reduce the time required to register and
become more user friendly. With these we can
decrease the time it takes to complete your
college education.

PARKING IS A PROBLEM
We WUI represent students in·the planning of

UCFs first parking garage. F.xpand the usage of
the free Student Government Pegabus. Work to
create graduated parking decal fees. Enhance the
Laser bus system to" local apartment complexes.
Investigate methods used at other schools for
possible solutions.

We Will work with the athletic department to
increase attendance at games. Sponsor pep rallies
and other events through a Spirit Task Force.
WorkwiththeStudentBodyandAthleticdepartment to create one identifiable UCF mascot.
Organire funds to purchase a fully animated mascot upon selection.

EXPANDING STUDENT SERVICES
We Will enhance the speaker phones and expand
where necessary. Oversee the completion of the
new Student Union. Manage a pilot program for
astudentAll-In-One card. Increase Student awareness ofthe many available services. Educate clubs
and organizations on the funding process and
policies of Student Government.

UNIFYING OUR STUDENT BODY
We WUI expand student services at all the area
campuses. Increase representation of srudents as
a whole. Improve our current communication
system for the area campuses. Create a 1-800
numberfor registration and other services. Work
toreducestudentapathybyencouragingstudents

to voice their concerns about our future.

LOOKING TO THE FUfURE
We Will strive to increase graduate study progra~ for our university. Research the possibility of obtaining a medical and law school and
manyotherpos.sibilitiesforadvancedandgraduate education. Work with the Master planning
conunittee to plan for the future ofUCF and the
student needs of tomorrow.

Stacie Riemersma

R. Derrick Thomas

SENIOR• POLITICAL SCIENCE

JUNIOR• POLITICAL SCIENCE

• Srudent Government Senator 1992-1994
• Current Chair of Clubs and Organizations Senate
Committee
•Past member of E&A Senate Committee
• Past member of OAF Senate Committee
• Chair of College Republicans
• Member of HASA
"""-"""===================~
• Member ofISA
• Member ofltalian Club

•Former Srudent Government Senator
• President of AASU
•Member of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc.
• Resident Assistant- Polk Hall
• CAB Steering Committee Chairman
• Leadership Orlando srudent rep.
•College Democrats
•Member of Diversity Task Force
•Member of Leadership UCF Committee

The Riemersmaffhomas ticket will strive to greatly expand SGA services to students...
.

• The ticket will strive to build a strong foundation for UCF traditions
by promoting school spirit and pride among the students.

•Financial Aid Counseling

•The ticket will ensure that UCF students and the Orlando community
reach a higher level of interaction and a greater sense of community.

•Job Placement after graduation _

• Student input for curriculums
• Co-Operative Education (CO-OP) Coordinator
· • Student Advisory Committee for food service
•The ticket will ensure that students have a greater understanding of the
activities that shape their college experience and will endeavor to increase
student voice, participation, and interactiqn with those activities.

• Creative ·use of the cafeteria space
• Aggressive marketing of the UCF mascot

Arturo.Mc Donald

Brian Burgess

JUNIOR•COMPUTERENGINEERING

JUNIOR • ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING

•Residence Hall Association, Hall .President
• University Honors Program

'

•University Honors.Program

.
NO PROMISES- Our campaign will not resort to making
promises to lure your vote and then ignore them as is the
norm in these campus elections. A vote for us is a vote for
people who keep all students best interests in mind when
solving the everyday problems of the university.

our valuable time: Financial Aid, Marriott, Parking Services, Computer Services, Bookstore, Recreational Services, CAB, and Housing. How can we be expected to attend
class, study, and work when we have to stand in the Financial
Aid line for hours?

CUSTOMER SERVICE- Many of the administration at
this university have forgotten that we the students are the
customers and they work for us. Who's paying the tuition?
We intend to tackle this issue first; it is vital for good
relations between the administration and the students to
keep the university working.

LEAVETHEBOOKSTOREALONE-Howmwytimes
have you heard a candidate propose, "Make the Bookstore
profits available to students?" Every time Student Government takes a.portion of their earnings, the bookstore keeps
having to raise their prices. Why do you think the competitors across the street are less expensive? Let's allow the
bookstore to use their profits to improve service and lower
their prices.

EFFICIENCY- Being engineering students, we cannot
stress enough the importance of streamlining school operations. It's the age of computers yet none of these
departments work together to promote efficiency and save

SCHOOL SPIRIT- Rcmanhcr, this is our University, we
should be proud of our school Our top 1Ofootball teams

moving to 1-A, the basketball team has play-off hopes, and
our baseball team almost advanced to the College World
Series last year. It's time to get motivated and to support
all our teams, whether academic or athletic, to show the
country the UCF Knights are one of the nation's leaders in
higher education.

GET INVOLVED- With the construction of the new
student apartments, the Student Union, and other planned
buildings, it is time to eliminate the "commuter school"
label We must begin to stress campus activities and get
involved as 'one united campus community. CAB event
attendance has doubled in the past year and there is no
reason why this trend should not continue.

Shawn Aaron

Amy Steedley

SENIOR• POLIDCAL SCIENCE

SE~TJOR

• Student Government Senator
• Chairman and Vice-Chairman of Organiza
tions, Appropriations and Finance
Committee
• Lobbyist for higher education
• Elections Commissioner
• CAB Special Events Committee
•CAB Homecoming Committee
• Chief author and introducer of Senate
Ethics Bill in 22nd Senate
• Chief Organizer of Parmership for Cult
Awareness

•COMMUNICATIONS

• Student Government Senator
•Senate Public Relations Committee
• Legislative, Judicial and Rules
Committee
• Chief Author and Introducer of Cult
Awareness Week resolution and bill
• A&SF Review Committee
•Chair of Finance and Appropriations
Committee in College
Republicans
•Operations Review Committee

(

• As an advocate for the student body, we will
lobby the administration for three vital items.
First, TQM (fotal Quality Management) should
be mandatory for all administration employees
in order to serve students more efficiently. Next,
an Automatic Response Telephone (ART)
should be set up with the Financial Aid department. Finally, a national 1-800 phone number
should be established for potential out-of-state
students.

explained that Marriott thwarted their effuns to
entenain Japanese officials on campus due to
their monopoly on campus food. Our_administration will see to it that beaurocratic hassles will
not#stand in the way of student activities.

• We will lobby for a student ID universal debit
card, similar to those found on other major universities such as UF, Rollins, and USF.

• Many students have complained that the Addi
Drop period is too short. As advocates of the
student body, we will fight for an extension of the
Add/Drop period.

•We will work to accelerate the construction of
the multi-million dollar Student Union in an
effurt to promote the cohesiveness of the student
body.

• Economically speaking, UCF students would
save money and be better served if the Marriott
monopoly was broken. Recently, Shawn Aaron
talked with a member of the Ja ese Club who

• UCF students have had the unfonunate burden
of finding their Activity & Service Fee skyrocket
to the second highest in the state. We will work
hard a ainst an increase in both the Activi &

• We will promote equality for the area campuses
by creating an Area Campus Ambassador cabinet
position in order to better represent their inter-

Service Fee and in tuition.

ts.

•We will sponsor a carnival during homecoming week where traditional and non-traditional
students can equally participate in an effurt to
unify the student body.

• In order to reduce the cost and increase the
quality of on-campus life, we will promote the
sponsorship of campus activities by local businesses.
• We will attend a meeting of every club or
organization on campus in order to better understand each groups' needs and facilitate campus-wide communication.

Darin Patton

Kevin Ri 6utch

JUNIOR • BUSINESS

JUNIOR • POLITICAL SCIENCE

•Served two consecutive years as an elected senator
•Past chair Organizations, Appropriations, Finance
Committee
• A&SF Committee for two consecutive years
•Voted "Most Promising New Senator"
•CurrentlyanExecutiveAdvisorinthecabinet

pres1Id enti1a I profI•1es

• Past member of CEL
•Member of 1993 Orientation Team
• Past president of his fraternity
•University Honors Program

•Member of 25th and 26th student senate
•Chairman of Legislative, Judicial, and
Rules Committee ·
• Founder of Environmental Ad-Hoc
Committee
•MemberofEthicsCommittee

rtrfilTI§t@E.8£0££0£0filfil@]fIB£0ITSS1£00Ll0i@tIT8±]filiW0If
•Two year UCF Varsity Football player
K
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ACADEMICS- We will evaluate the

will be conducted to see if on-campus resi-

course guides and make them more inclusive, while also publishing source guideswhich would include an outline of syllabie.
The foundation for a test file will be laid in
Student Government. This would be composed only of tests that had been returned
by profe.ssors and thereby perfectly perfectly legal. Such a program has been
established at Boston University.

dents could pay one fee and only be allowed
to park in their residences. Likewise, to see
if first semester students could park in perimeter parking such as the Arena if they
also could pay a reduced fee and be shuttled
in via the campus circulator.

PARKING SOLUTIONS- Differential
parking fees should be initiated to help ease
the parking situation on campus. Research

project could be c~mplimented in le.ss that a
year. Other possible ronservation projects
are to provide the option of reusable cloth
bags in the campus bookstore and the consistentuse ofcompactfluorescent light bulbs
throughout campus.

COMMUfER UNDERSTANDINGENVIRONMENTAL ACTION- Concerns for our natural environmental and
resources have grown strong in the past
several years. We feel that an enensive
recycling program is a very worthy endeavor
for the UCF campus. We feel this entire

This is an enremely pressing issue on our
campus. It is also one that can be properly
addressed by the two candidates who have
experienced the woes of commuting. We
both lived at home our first year and can
relate well with all of those students who

have had similar experiences. Becoming
involved in any club or organization is a
great way to feel a part of this university.
However, this is only the first step. We will
conduct a survey of commuter students to
see how your needs have been met.

(,

LOBBYJNGEFFORTSCONTINUEAlthough lobbying is not one of the most
visible actions as seen by the average student; it is one of the most powerful resources Student Government has at its
disposal. It ensures that all student interests are kept high ofthe legislature's agenda.
Our good name with the Florida Student
Association (FSA), the focal student student lobbying group, maintained and out
rapport untainted.

"
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raig and Justin ·_
Sfuazing It Up WilhNOFX ...

, A few moments with t
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I went to the woods because I
wished to live deliberately, to front
only the essentialfacts oflife, andsee
if I could not learn what it had to
teach, and not, when I came to die,
discover that I had not lived
-Henry David Thoreau
The wet chill of the brisk Kentucky morning charged life into my
partner and I. Surveying the ravaged
camp as we stepped from the flailing
tent, weakened from the overnight
storm, it became obvious that more
than Mother Nature's hearty breath
had passed through our site in the
secrecy of the shadows that the majestic oaks had painted, hiding the
peninsula from the desperate moonlight that managed to escape from the
confinement ofthe blackened clouds
that hovered throughout the night.
The camp looked war tom, as if a
battalion of masked guerilla soldiers
ambushed us, tearing through our
supplies and raping the grill of all
remaining scraps.
The soldiers did indeed attack the
campsite, but in the form of masked
raccoons, rather than Contras. They
only managed to steal away with the
charcoaled pieces of ham that did not
survive my comrade's experimental

grilling, or as ChefBoyardee would
put it, a "masterpiece." Definitely
not a master, but assuredly a "piece."
• The science experiments we
loaded onto the portable grill each
evening varied from prime selectionsofpurple-tinted steaks foundin
the discount bin, in which each steak
had six different date stickers pasted
on top of one another; to chunks of
snow melting in a pan, when water
became a rarity, high atop those
beautiful mountains. The only similarity I found between these mountain streams and the crystal clear,
pure flowing streams on the Coors
commercials was the fact that the
real ~ngdidn ' twaitforthebrewery
before attempting to bottle the prod:.
uct. Even in the more remote areas
of the range, the streams and waterways fell victim to man's carelessness and laziness with beer cans and
other luxuries of contemporary
greed.
Along with theravagement of the
c~p's intruders, the night fell victim to an angered blast from Mother
Nature. She launched a ferocious
attack including an arsenal of tree-bending winds that swirled around
the peninsula, as if attempting to
persuade us to move our camp elsewhere, more inland towards the es-

Becoming One With Na_cure

tablished sites.
Earlier in the day we had decided to
blast through the fields,·and the Kentucky forests in search ofa remote.area
in an effort to truly 'rough it' in middle
America, and find an untouched, and
uncorrupted fishing hole in which to

Photo/Perry

dip the pole into, if only to taste the
virgin land like the Indians had when
they first sought sanctuary in the Midwest.
It soon became evident why the
touristmaps had advised against leaving the beaten path in favor of the

backwoods area. The Blazer tested
thelirnitationsofitsshockabsorbers
as it lifted its heavy frame over hills

INTO THE GREAT
WIDE OPEN
continued on RS

ff you can re;1d Lh1s, you tlon'L need glasses

ACRYLICS
$ZO·
FIBERGLASS $30
REFILLS
$18
REPAIRS
NA_IL ART
$1 PER NA.I L
POLISH CHANGE
$3
PEDICURE
. $18
i>ARAFFIN TREATMENT $5 ·
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and reserve a vehicle for your club or
organization's activ.ity.
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Audition
for admission
to America's First School for
Professional Actors

• 2· Year Professional Training Program
California or New York • Merit Scholarships,
Financial Aid Available I 6-Week Summer School
I

For information, write or telephone: 120 Madison
, .\ve., ~ew York, :'IIY 10016, (212) 686-0620
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Dark, smoky, black lights luminate bright orange
and green on the walls of Visage. "Come on! I just
talked to Jeff! We ARE on the guest list!" I babble
to the rather unorganized door lady. That's how a
show always seems to start at Visage (or The
Station). Someone or some thing always seems to
screw up the guest list. So we went straight to the
band, NOFX. Eric, their bassist, hooked us up and
we were in. We missed all of Green Apple Quickstep, the first band; no loss, they sounded mediocre
from the outside of the club anyway. NOFX came
on. WOW! They really went off Punk rock to the
fullest! Playing all my favorites from the past
album, Bob-''Please Play This Song On The
Radio," "Straight Edge," and a couple new tracks,

· as well as old ones, theseguysreallyputon
a great show. Afterwards we talked to the
chaps from NOFX (Fat Mike, EI Hefe,
Erik and Eric) about the future and they
assured me that there was no desire to join
a major label at this time. They said they
were very happy doing what they were
doing (including running Fat Wreck
Chords). They are going back into the
studio soon for another album for Epitath
Records, and it sounds like it will be very
good. Although they weren't the most
lively people in the world, NOFX did
. teach us that bondage-porn magazines are
cool (Fat Mike has a pile of them) and that
CRAIG AND JUSTIN
·
continued on R6
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When you want
to work hard,
we make it easy.

e

Kaplan and only Kaplan has
centers. These are comfortable
places where you can come
and find staff, students,
libraries, tapes, practice tests.
H you start our course in
Michigan, you can finish it in
Hawaii. H you miss a class,
you can make it up.
Day's, evenings, weekends.

I

I

Spring Elections 1994
for President and Vice-President

Convenien.c e is 11:00 a.m. -
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Fear Factory:
No matter if you think Fear
Factory "rocks" or "sucks," it's
hard to deny that they are
original. After all, when a group
turns sheet metal and table saws
into instruments, it is usually a
pretty good sign the group is not
your average death metal band.
In fact, it can even be argued
that Fear Factory created a new
genre of music with the release
of their 1993 EP, Fear is the
Mindkiller: a.sort of industrialdance-death-metal. There is no
shortage of in11ovation on their
first album , Soul of a New
Machine, either. Take, fo r
example, the song "Natividad,"
where one of the main instruments used is a Coke machine.
Fear Factory was formed in
1990 by lead singer (or, as it
states on their album liner, "Dry
Lung Vocal Martyr") Burton C.
Bell and guitarist Dino Cazares.
The band added a keyboardist
last year, Raynor Diego, to
enhance its live sound.
Fear Factory recently embarked on yet another tour, this
time with the Brazilian thrash
metal band Sepultura. I spoke with
Bell last year, around the time Fear
is the Mindkiller was released, to
both acclaim and confusion.

On the credits inside your
album, it lists you as, besides
vocals, as playing hardware
and utilities. What exactly are
utilities?
The piece called
"Natividad''- it's just all noise,
banging and stuff. That's the
utilities part.

Unafraid to explOre, expand
the dark realms of death metal

That's interesting ... I never
thought of it that way.

I know that you're always
looking to change and experiment with the sound of the
band. So, if Roadrunner gave
you, say, a $10 million budget- or enough, suffice to say,
that you could hire the Senate

[Laughs] We would. Well, for more of a stage show going.
More props, maybe videos on
the studio, recording wise, we
would definitely get as many live stage, you know- films or
whatever- technical things It
sounds as we can. We would
would kind of create the ambidefinitely do as many tracks as
ance.
possible. Not too many, because
You are definitely the most
there is such a thing as overproprogressive
death metal band
duction as well. But we would
ride that fine line. It's hard to say I've ever heard. What is your

opinion of other more "mainstream" death metal bands out
there?

What about the hardware?
We were actually using
hardware and utilities. We were
in a big garage, and we put four
room mikes around this garage! mean, in this garage was like an
old Rolls Royce and a couple
other cars. We had the room
mikes set up, and we miked this
big piece of metal. It looked like
an old Coca-Cola refrigerator
thing. And we were banging on
that and throwing metal up and
down and banging glass, and we
made a mess. We had knives and
forks and saws and stuff like
that, and making all kinds of
noise. The idea was to make a
piece. We called it "Audio
Sculpture" to begin with, and I
don't know if we liked that title
so we just called it "Natividad."

Odd... usually, when I see
the word "hardware" I think
of a disc drive or something to
do with a computer..

INTERNATIONAL Calculator
· and Computer

Well , they're definitely
getting more popular. Death
metal is becoming more of a
precedent in music nowadaysyou start seeing more articles
about it. Some of these mainstreams are getting more noticed,
which is opening the doors for
more progressive bands or
smaller bands. The kids that are
going to Lollapalooza shows
yesterday are going to Obituary
shows today- that's good,
because they are opening their
minds to different styles of
music.

So what are some of your
favorite bands out there right
now?
Ways and Means Committee to
sing back-up if your wanted,
what kind of record would you
come out with?

I.

~

·-

what we could do if we had that
much money, you know, the
possibilities are endless. Live,
what we would do though, it get

1 really like Cop Shoot Cop ~ lot.
(As chance Juul it, I interviewed Cop

FEAR continued page R5
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•HP 48GX Graphic
•Full line of HP
scientific & business Expandable
The best calculator for
calculators.
your education and your
•HP lOB
carcer- l 28KB of RAM
•HP17BII
buill in, plus cxpandabili
•HP 95LX

•HP IOOLX
Palm Top Computer
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The Florida State University London Study Center will have a series
3 week, 3 credit classes in a wide variety of subjects.

or

Th e progrnm fee of $1 850 includes room, trip to Paris, field trips ,
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International Student ID card, medical insurance, and London
orientation. It does not include airfare , tuition, food, l)r personal
expenses.
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All NEW MERCHANDISE
SAME DAY DELiVERY.
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Choose your three week session from the following dates:
May 6 - May 26
May 27 - June 16
June 17 - July 7
July 8 - July 28
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INTO THE GREAT WIDE
OPEN continued from R2
and c~ecrashing down on the other
side. One of contemporary man's
strongestand proudestinventions was
pitted against just the common natural hillside of nanµ-e. Man seemed to
be losing, as we had to maneuver
through the wooded areas in search of
somewhat plcx:lden paths. Persistence brought us to the peninsula
where we finally set camp. As we
walked to the edge of the rocky cliff
and peered out over the seemingly
unhindered lake, I breathed in the
virgin land, gave a ncx:I of approval to
the endurance of the Chevy, and let
out a discouraged sigh as a sound
pierced my embrodic ears. Ilooked to
my side, and down over the hill was
an old beat-up Volkswagen Bus with
three pre-eighties creatures dancing
around it to the melodic riffs ofJerry
Garcia and the inspirational poetry of
Bob Wier, "I'm going to hell in a
bucket, but at least I'm enjoying the
ride!"
After using nature's bath and toilet, I sat on the shore and a rock
skipping tournament broke out. The
·oy that a youth can attain from a
semi-flat rock and a smooth lake surface has been lost at a desk in the
classroom, on 1-4 at rush hour, and on
the couch dazed and confused by the
blinking lights and jolting sounds of
MTV. AS we sent rocks dancing
about the rippling surface to their
burial at the bottom of the lake, one of
our long-haired neighbors adorned us
with his company.
An exchange of travel logs was
attempted, the only similarity being
the fact that both parties had departed
from the East Coast. Ourjourney had

FEAR from page R4
Shoot Cop a few weeks after doing
.this interview. I asked them if they
had heard of Fear Factory, to which
one member replied "Yeah, they do
that song 'Bomb the Russiam'"a song by the punk rock band Fear.)
I like Nick Cave and the Bad Seeds.
Monster Magnet-there's a hot
band.
What other hobbies do you
have besides writing and music?

Well, there is the writing, and I
like to collect records. I like to
collect comics.
Which ones?

Right now I'm really into Image.
The Image Company is putting out
alotofnumberones,alotofnew
comics. "Spawn," right now, is my

.-.:·

Open" is a continuing series detailing the advemures of Sean Peny on
his !lro-111011tlz road trip acmss the
United States. Look.for Pan lll ofhis
mga in an upcoming issue

number one. Then there's a couple
new ones called "Cyberforce" and
''Pit."
Do you do any of the artwork on
your album covers?
I was going to on the first one, but

I just didn't have the time or money. I
as g<?ing to create a sculpture,
collecting bones and pieces of metal
and create a body using the transmission of a Chevy Nova. It just got too
involved, and I didn't have the time
to do it.
Fear Factory will be opening for
Sepultura on February 22 at Visage.
Tickets are available through
ticketmasterorcall (407) 298-2349.
•DaveBauer
Editor in Chief

OPENS FRIDAY FEB. 1 8, 1994
Al I SHOWS ARE PEARL JAM
ON OPENING WEEKEND!
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a predesigned destination, their trip
only had a beginning.
As I picked up the final remnant of
mankind and threw it in the blazer, I
lookedtoseehowourneighborsfaired
against the overnight barrage. As the
Eastern sky broke into an orange glow,
and the trees awoke with the chirp of
sparrows, weoffered ourcondolences
to another victim of the most feared
force in the universe. All that remained was a few charcoaled pieces
ofpine, ourfairweathered friends had
broken camp, midstorm and retreated
back into the friendly confines of society.
· Mother Nature ...a fair and beautiful lady, blessing mankind with the
rebirth of the firey orb each morning,
putting us to rest under an array of
sparkling constellations as the cool
evening breeze caresses our last moments of consciousness.' Only, the
next morning, she becomes the evil
witch crashing down ·ui:x:m us with
treacherous hurricane winds, suffocating blizzards, and fiercely inhumane droughts.
She speaks with a stem voice, as if
to send a message each time man
crosses her designated line, and attempts to tame her wild . side. An
uncontrollable force, we can only wake
each morning and smile her way, in ·
hope of her understanding and sympathy for mankind's mistakes an~ inconsideration.
•Sean Perry
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U.S. Marines
· are looking for qualified
female applicants for their pilot
program. To see if you qualify
for one of the many Marine
Corps programs, call
Captain Steve Merchant at
1-800-432-2061.
The Few. The Proud.

The Marines.

~

SHOWS FRIDAY & SATURDAY:
9:00 p.m., I 0:30 p.m. & Midnight
COST FORA 11 SHOWS: $5.00
Next week schedule relums to various crtists/show times.
Seating is limited and on a first-come, first-served basis
prices and shows subiect to change without notice.
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Spon ...red by The Orlando Sentinel
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Orlando Science Center I John Young Planetarium
810 E. Rollins Street• Orlando, FL 32803 • 407-896-7151
Take 1-4 to exit 43, l / 4 mile East on left in Loch Haven Park.
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CRAIG AND JUSTIN
contiued from R3
they will back in Florida around
September. Don't miss them!
•Craig Mazer

FISHBONE
After skankin' in the pit during
NOFX, I was very much excited to
see Fishbone. You see, I've seen the
band play a few times already and ,
quite frankly, these guys jam. They
entered the stage and, as usual, lead
singer Angelo was crazed. The crowd
was almost as demented, but it was
to match Fishbone's intensity. The
band played a few old classics such
as "Simon Says," ''Ma and Pa" and
"Freddy's Dead," along with new
ones such as "Unyielding Condition" and "The Way Your Dog's
ColonBeFamiliarWithTheWarmth
Of Your Breath."

.

an anti-censorship frenzy as everyone
continuously chanted vulgarities.
Then the fun ended abruptly for me
when Flash, Fishbone' s tour manager,
grabbed my camera and me from the
front. Obviously, my film was confiscated, which thus shows how foul and
vexatious corporate rock companies
like Colllinbia can be. I, however, did
salvage one roll of film.
Aside from this altercation, it was a
good show with cool people and music to match.
•Justin Best

HELP.
TED
llllllllllllllltlllllli!llll!llll11t\

HOMECOMING
DIRECTOR
'- for the. '94.- ··95 school yearSkills needed:
- school spirit

- organization

- enthusiasm

- motivation

Pick up applications at the Student Center
Main Desk. Applicatons due by February 25.
·For more information call 823-2611.
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RYDER HAWKE STILLER

REALITY
ACOMEDY ABOUT
LOVE IN THE '90s.
FEATURING THE MUSIC OF LENNY KRAVITZ • THE JULIANA HATFIELD 3 • U2 · DINOSAUR JR. • WORLD PARTY AND OTHERS
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23 February 16, 1994 The Central Florida Future
BASEBALL
frompage28
hosted the Classic, they advanced to the
final round. The final contest came in the
form of a double-header against the 1Oth
ranked Tennessee Volunteers.
The first game was postponed in the
fourth inning due to rain, with the Knights
on top 2-1. Opening up Sunday morning in
the fifth inning, UCF's bats seemed to lose
the luster they displayed the day before as
the momentum shifted in Tennessee ' s favor.
The Volunteers took extra innings to
put up the third and winning r~n of the
game, beating the Knights 3-2 in IO innings.
·
In the championship game, UCF could
not wake up their bats as the Volunteers
shut the Knights down 3-0 and won the
Olive Garden Classic.
UCF junior right hander John Foran
pitched well, going five innings allowing
just two earned runs. Freshman left hander
Steve Golden also looked good, allowing

..
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two hits in three innings. Plus, catcher
Matt Wallace earned a spot on the alltournament team.
Coach Bergman was happy with his
inexperienced team's performance.
"I believe that playing against the caliber of teams here is going to be beneficial
to us later on in the year," Bergman said.
Although the. Knights did not take the
tournament title, they pulled out two commanding victories against nationally
ranked powerhouses.
UCF opens at home today at 3 p.m.
versus Bethune-Cookman in a double
he~der. The Knights hope to ride away
from the Olive Garden Classic on a golden
horse in full stride for another NCAA
tournament appearance.

Thesignq>

deadlines for Rec
Services softbal and
floor hockey leagues
is approacling.
Sign-up for softball
by tolnonow; by
Monday for floor
hockey.~ 8232408 for more
ilfo1111ation.

Senior second baseman Eric Golden's sure hands
came in handy on this play. UCF beat North
Carolina State and Kansas in the Olive Garden
Classic. (DeHoog/Future)
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·Magic focus on playoffs after break,
hope to pick up some easy wins early
anymore. If he misses his first
MAGIC MANEUVERS
shot- forget him. Good trade bait.
SCOTT GINCHEREAU
Can you say "Horace Gran.t?"
GRADE: D
The Orlando Magic have Anfernee Hardaway: Becoming
reached the halfway point in their a leader of the future '. Improves
fifth and most successful season. with every game. The Magic's
Going into Tuesday's game, most consistent player. Needs to
they're fourth in the Eastern Con- feel free to sho.o t more. Chris who?
ference and seven games above GRADE: A
.500..
Scott Skiles: One of the best free
Unlike previous years, the throw shooters of all time. His
Magic are not concerned with leadership and professionalism
making the playoffs; rather, they' 11 will be h~ge assets in the playoffs .
now try to achieve a more favor- Always a work-horse. GRADE: B
able playoff position. If the play- Dennis Scott: Back in the startoffs were to start today, the Magic ing lineup. Deadly acc~rate from
would host the Miami Heat in the 3-point land. Has proven weight
is not a problem. Needs to drive to
first round.
The major reason for the dra- the basket more. GRADE: .B+
Fastest first
matic turnaround has been the play Donald Royal:
of Rookie-of-the-year-to-be, step in the NBA. Great play- Anfernee Hardaway. Penny is av- maker. Can drive on anyone. Lacks
eraging 16 points, five rebounds size though to bang inside with
the physical players in the NBA.
and six assists per game.
However Penny's adjusting to Great off the bench. GRADE: Bthe Orlando offense and cutting Jeff Turner: Should NOT be a
down on turnovers. He's begin:- starter. Hits open jumper, but not
ning to take over the reigns as the much else. Good free throw
shooter. Will be valuable off the
team's floor leader.
Here's how the team measures up bench in the playoffs. GRADE:
Cso far:
Shaquille O'Neal: Leading the Anthony Bowie: Fading fast into
NBA in points. Hasn ' t improved the Magic bench. Still a great
at all since his rookie year. Still shooter. Minutes are decreasing.
one dimensional. Still an embar- · Has good speed against pressure .
rassment at the free throw line. defenses. GRADE: C
Anthony A vent: Big reason for
GRADE: CMagic's
success. Grabs rebounds
Nick Anderson; Has not adjusted
and
scores
a few: Takes pressure ·
well to not being in the limelight

TRAvEl & Evrnrs CooRdiNATOR
,

"A Leisure ,Resource Company"

Low Airfare~~. Cheap Car llcntals

Great Hotel Rates

off ofShaq inside. Works hard for
rebounds. Good passer for a big
guy. GRADE: B+
Litterial Green: Has good quickness. Too many guys come off the
bench before him though. Played
in only 20 games. Will not be in
Orlando next season. GRADE: D+
Tree Rollins:
Still a defensive
force in the ·middle. Allows Shaq
to sit and rest. Lacks stamina to
riay extended minutes. Good
coach too. Can teach Shaq plenty.
GRADE: B++
.
Greg Kite: On injured list. Not a
scorer but can be the enforcer and
bang with anyone. Good asset for
the Magic to have. Nearing end of
a good career. GRADE: BKeith Tower,
Todd Lichti,
Larry Krystkowiak:
All Incomplete. Not enough time played
to be a factor for the Magic.
GRADE: I
Coach Brian Hill: Better than
Goukas. That doesn't say much.
Avoids problems. On arecentcallin show he answered a free throw
question by saying "We don't talk
about the free throws. We don't
accentuate the negative." You
can't hide forever, Brian.
GRADE:D
Orlando's next home game is
Friday versus the Seattle Supersonics. After that, the Magic enter
a stretch of games they should
win: Milwaukee, Indiana, New
Jersey and a national television
game against Charlotte.

Located on Alorna al SL Andrews
in the Crealde Executive Mall
2431 ALOMA AVENUE • SUITE 130
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA
.
CALL (40i) 677-9285OR1-800-392·8253

We give you the resources.
You bring the resolve.

The more

you put in,
the more

you go up.
GRE•GMAT•MCAT•LSAT
FOR MORE INFO, CALL 1-800-KAP-TEST

Get e:Xcellence iri dentistry; and care you'll feel comfortable with.
. I'm Dr. George Y:irko, 0 .0.S., and I"n~ JXOYiclcd the people
ot Orlando \\'ith the latesr. s:1fest dental treatments ;rnd
comfortable care far m·er eight years. And rd like you
to experien(e my per:-;on:ilized c1re, too. So plea:;c
accept my offer for a complete dental exam fo r onlv
. 52~, an 589 ,-;due. C:lll 282-2101 for your appointn;ent.
Only for U.C.F. StudenLS with Valid I . D .
i:(

~24

complete dental exam and consultation
(an $89 value) includes:

Health history taken • Check for loose fillings or
crowns • Creek gums for disease • Oral cancer
screening • Cosmetic screening to check for chipped,
crooked, or discolored teeth • Tr .~J screen!ng LO checl<
for cause of Ja v pain, if any • o:scuss findings • Ge:t
:
treatment recom1rendations
Call today, because this ofer erios. 1, .~o.

•,

94

George Yarko, D.D.S.
C<·n1i:nl

D< '1t.il lmpla111 Pro,<i1c1iL-'

\h::·1tx·r

:\::k ricm D1:n:2l .-\: '°'"iJI ion .

:----~-

East Orlando Dental

.-\l~•<k-iny

of Ge:ierJI Der::i ::-y. :\c"Jdemy fnr
·"r><•r.' !'kn:i..i1v. F!o:idJ Drmal _-\.,-"'>Ci• •ion.
Ga'.t1<·r Orbnt111 01:1ml S0<.ie:y
.

Te.a~ Dtnllsl: Unl•mlty or Ctntral Florida'

17780 E. Colonial Orin:. Orbndo. FL 3281'

Call 28 2-210 i
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Al bets are olf as Toronto 9ves ii to NBA presan to drop gariJlng
Jenny Dunc·anson

·Trace Trylko

OFFSlrn'ES

-OF'~ILIAL WORD

.

The National Basketball Association is
going international, taking the hard-court action north to Canada. Charles Barkley will
soon be getting into fights in the lovely city of
Toronto.
That's right, hoop fans,_now hockey and
baseball games won't be the only places 0
Cana.da is going to be played on American
soil.
Apparently the NBA has wanted to expand across the border for some time, but one
problem stood in the way. Toronto has, or
actually, had legalized gambling.
The NBA did not w·ant to condone such
practices. So officials said if the wonderful
people of Toronto wanted the convenience of
a local NBA game, the gambling had to go.
After much deliberation, Torontonians
decided the NBA would provide more fun,
and money, than their US condemned bad
habit. Mr. I-would-never-l~t-those-commu
nist-pig-NBA-honchos-whothink-they-are-almighty-tell-me-what-to-do
Trivial Trylko feels the Canadians are too soft.
He says Toronto officials shouldn't let the NBA
walk into their country and begin impressing
their values on decent Canadian-law abiding
folks. Granted, I don't think it was fair of the
NBA to ask them to give it up, but I do not think
it was wrong ofToronto to give a little to get a lot.
Apparently, Canadians are eager to have
this form of entertainm~nt, the NBA has
pursued this venture for many years. So, the
NBA does have something to gain, but not as
BASKETBALL
from page 28
scored 18 and 17 points respectively.
6-6 senior center James Walker had
13 points and senior forward Victor
Saxton -contributed 11 points. Senior
guard SinuaPhillipsreached the l ,()(X)
point milestone for his college career
by scoring eight points. Now at 1,003,
he is the 100) player in UCF history to
achieve this mark.
The Knights had 11 players score
against the College·of Charleston Saturday. This was misleading as UCF
lost miserably in a battle fo~ first place
in the TAAC. If UCF had won they
would have catapulted past CoC, but
instead the Cougars solidified their
Ten Trivial Tidbits announcers can think, but not say,
during the Winter Olympics
10) Why the hell are we in
Lillehammer?
9) Can we get the Playboy
Channel over here?
8) You know, Tonya Harding
and John Bobbitt would make
a great couple
7) Didn't Norway have a
World League team?
6)ThatShaquilleO'Neal'sone
heck of an actor
5) Don't think the Jamaican
bobsled team will be much of a
threat this year
4) You pronounce it-Ludvig
(Lood-vig)
3) Next up on the boredom
tour, World Cup soccer
2) And CBS didn't want to
pay for the NFL
1) Coming up next, John
Madden's coverage of today's
luge action

:·.:·:·

much as Toronto, so the NBA held the
trump card.
Besides, gambling isn't such-a big thing
to give up. If it were, they wouldn't let it go.
And anyone with a real need to lose money
can drive to a nearby town where gambling
is legal and I'm sure someone would be
happy to take their money. Besides, gambling isn't legal in th~ United States, yet it
still goes on. I'm sure the Canadians will
catch on to that soon enough. ·
And if the Canadians want to gari1ble
in Toronto bad enough, they should just
wait for the team to be established and get
well ingrained into the community and
then bring gambling back. t doubt the NBA
would be dumb enough· to pull out of a
money-making city.
Stand and cheer basketball fans, and
hey, don't fault Toronto for wanting to stay
in their own country to see NBA action.

hold of the top spot by posting.a 90-66
win.
Again, the Knights played a tean
thathada biggerfrontline. CoC is 14th
in the nation, holding opponents to a
38.7 field goal percentage. This was
apparent in the second half as UCF
went eight of25 (32 percent) from the
field. The Knights kept it close as they
finished the first halfdown 43-39 after
making 52 percent of their shots. But
the Cougars showed why they're number one in the TAAC as UCF played
poorly the final 20 minutes.
'We ran out of gas," said Speraw.
It didn't help either that Saxton and
Walker, who are the Knights' inside
defensive and offensive pillars, were

its? No, Jordan didn't even receive a warning. These sports officials should come up
with uniform policies and stand by them.
But, why must leagues meddle into the
laws and customs of other cities or countries? The NBA's action is no different than
the NFL pulling the Super Bowl out of
Phoenix because Arizona didn't observe
the Martin Luther King holiday. So what
and who cares?
Let's see, I just don't understand why it
makes sense to punish people for the actions of a few. Does Commissioner Stern or
The over-hyped and rather boring NBA
Ms. Duncanson really think people are goAll-Star game is history. Amidst all of the
ing to overlook the point spreads just behubbub, the league's expansion plans were
cause the NBA says so? I think not.
overshadowed. In case you missed it,
I must concede my colleague to the left
Toronto was blackmailed by NBA comdoes have one bright idea this week. Toronto
missioner David Stern and will dump leshould reinstate gambling after the NBA is
galized gambling as a condition of receivfirmly entrenched in Ontario. I bet you
ing a new franchise.
Commissioner Stern wouldn't dare think
Ms. Duncanson, Torontonians (is that.
of yanking the team after that.
what they're called?) did not voluntarily
Simply put, the NBA's anti-gambling
opt for the fun of NBA action. They had no
policy is nonsense. Betting goes on no
choice. NBA officials handed a team to this
matter what league officials think. But, the
Canadian city and then threatened to move
more important issue is theNBA's infringeit elsewhere if the city, or In this case
ment on the lives of our north of the border
province, didn't comply with league polineighbors.
cies.
Ms. Duncanson, you can call me as
What a hypocritical bunch of stuffed
many names as you want. That doesn't
shirts.
change the fact you're on the wrong side of
Did Commissioner Stern so much as
the issue again.
slap gambling happy Michael Jordan on
Until next week, remember, the sports
the wrist for his extracurricular betting habbeat goes on.

·. .
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sick; scoring a mere 12 points and
grabbing 10 rebounds between them:
"With Walker and Saxton ill, it
limited what we were able to do inside," said Speraw, who added, "Even
if they were healthy we would have
had to play better._"
The Knights get some much needed
rest before they f~ce Stetson University this Saturday at 2 p.m. at the UCF
Arena. This game is the first of five
over a nine day period as UCF closes
out its season before the TA.AC tournament begins March 3 at the UCF
Arena
"We've got to gear up for a long
stretch coming up," said Speraw.
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UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consul ta ti on and representation in
certain legal areas for qualified uc1: .students .

For informatior~ or an appointrnenl
call 823-2538
or stop by the Student Cenler
Room 210
Monday-Friday 8 a.nr.-5 p.n-1.
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the SLudent Government Association

8-14 .
4-17
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11 :00 A.M.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY
SOL
281-4438

Problems With:
Landlords
Insurance
Coi1tracts
Traffic Tickets

A Name Change
Uncontested Dissolution

is-3
15·6·. _

:::;::{~:rr~?

13-8 .

Student Legal Services

Need:
A Will

t,

·I

St. JosepfiS
Catfioilc Cliurcli
1501 Alafaya Trail

Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p.m.

Sunday Masses:
8a.m.,10:30 p.m: & 12 p.m.
275-0841
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LADY KNIGHTS
from page 28
We've made progress, but we're still
young. Against an experienced team it
shows."
Sophomore Tamika Coley led
the score fest against Mercer with 28
points, but three other Knights also put
up double digits. Junior LaTonya
Johnson sunk six of seven sht2ts and
addoo 12 points, freshman Gylanda
Henderson dumped in 11 before fouling out and senior Tricia Duncan

helped out with 10 points.
Mercer also had four players in
double digits, but had only one person
score off the bench.
Home court advantage helped
the Lady Cougars in the first half of
Saturday's game; the Lady Knights
wentintothebreakdown by 11 points.
But UCF' s intensity stepped up in the
second, as the Knights held Charleston to only 26 points. UCF scoroo 44
points as the team shot 80 percent
from the charity stripe in the second.

COLEY
from page 28
'We had basically one player
when I started,'' said Richardson, who
is in his second year as coach. ''This
program had no leadership at all. For
her to walk in with all that pressure to
fall on her shoulders is a tough position, but she's done well."
''I really want to lead by example," Coley said.
Competing against top competilion fosters positive growth as a player
and Coley knows that.
In the off-season, she likes to
muscle her way into pick-up games
that include members of the opposite
gender.
''It's fun. I like to play against
guys," said Coley. "It helps you go to
an extra level. Most boys, I won't be
able to out-jump. But it makes me try
a little harder and that carries into
practice."
Coley said she would love to see
her basketball playing days continue
~r her graduation from UCF. She
has expressed interest in an Olympic
tryout and in playing several years in
Europe.

In the meantime, she and other
women players wait for the day a
women's league will crop up in the
states.
"It won't befora while," she said.
''People aren't ready for it yet But I
see it happening in the next 10 years."
'We (women) should get equal
coverage," said Coley. "Right now,
it's not equal at all."
With still two years of eligibility
left after this season, Coley and
Richardson believe her skills will continue to sharpen.
''Tamika is an exceptional athlete," Richardson said. "She has quick-

'We're a pretty strong secondhalf team," said Richardson. 'We're
still running and working hard."
Coley again.led the team with a
30-point effort. She also grabbed 15
relxmnds. Senior Debby Batz put up
17 points and snaggoo five steals for
the Lady Knights.
This week UCF will try to use the
home court to their advantage with
two games Thursday and Saturday at
the UCF ArenaBothgamesareagainst
TAACfoes.
ness. She scores well. She hms the
floor wet I. But she's nowhere near her
potential."
Richardson feels it's tougher to
teach an older kid (Coley is 20) than it
is a younger one, who has not developed bad habits.
"She has some bad habits she has
to break," said Richardson. '~As far as
natural ability goes, her' s is very high,
As far as refinoo skills, there is room
for improvement."
As her skil1s broaden, so will the
overall success of the women's program at UCF.
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• Pe~onal Train111g
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• Exercise cycles
• Staircli111lX!rs
•Turbo Bikes
•Sprint Circuit Trarninl,!
•Body Building
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•Juice Bar
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TAAC WOMEN'S BASKETBALL STANDINGS
(through February 12)

Florida International
Southeastern La.
UCF
Stetson
Georgia St.
College of Charleston
Mercer
Florida Atlantic*

Conference
W-L
7-1
6-1
6-2
5-3
1-6
1-7
1-7

All games
. W-L
18-2
14-4
8-12
12-9
6-14
10-9
4-13
5-15

*FAU begins TAAC play in 1994-95

llFlll~M~'i
Equal Employment Opportunity/ Affirmative Action Employer

Ro~dway

Package Syste111,

a small package carrier has part-time openings
for package handlers ..The position is for loading and unloading trucks and moving packages
within the terminal.
Work shifts available:
2am- 6:30 am
5:30 pm-9:30 pm·

z

•

'< f Student Special! ! !

0

Salary is $7 per hour

Apply to: Roadway Package System
3001 Old Winter Garden Road
or call (407) 297-3715
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ON 'IHE GREEN
Wed., February 23rd
10:00 - 2:00 p.m.
for more info contact Zack at 823-2191
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Consistency is key in upcoming golf season
by PAT KARSNICK

the fall. After receiving all-American
honors his first two seasons he picked
Consistency is UCF golf coach up where he left off by winning the
Mike Shumaker' s new word for the first tournament of the fall. And, he
never finished out of the top 10 in the
spring. It's a concept he hopes his
men's team can learn - - - - - - - - - - . remaining three tournafrom the women's Men's Golf Roster
ments.
squad.
Alex Baillie
Jr
"Our new guys had to
Throughout the Robert Damron Jr
get used to a couple of
1992-93 season the Claes Hovstadius Fr
things. They had to get
men's team was Paul Nilbrink
Jr
used to playing in college
plaguedwithinconsis- Sean Quinlivan Fr
andalsoadjustthemselves
tency. It had been the Trey Sones
Jr
totheculturechange,"said
Shumaker.
So
first time since 1989 Tony Thorpe
the Knights failed to Eric Tuscan
So
If the team expe.cts to
qualifyforpost-season Adrian Wadey
Jr
do anything in the spring
play. The start of the Robert Wiggins Jr
they better adjust themContributing Reporter

An auto insurance.

is looking for one thing this season,
revenge, sweet revenge.
The women narrowly missed out
on qualifying for their first ever postseason appearance. Theyfinishedninth
in the south. The top eight made it to
the regionals.
Sophomore Kristen Putman leads
the way for the Lady Knights. Last
season, as a freshman, she qualified
for the regionals as an individual and
li:t m<: dK·ck out th<:
1·ou .ha1'l' un rrnirt:1r.
-~.,.;.:.-...,,,,r;c-~ 1(~ I might bc:1bk· to :i:IVl' )'OU :i<lllll' lllOi ll')'. :\top by S0\111 :1ml
made the women's U.S. Open field.
__) -M::~ '>Y l'lln111:illthc U ! '
·
.
d.:lailsbyyou.
ll1
Slie finished in the top five .in three
~~~~1~~;~·~b'~~.~~t·• 1
fl 11 state·
tournaments. So far this season she
11 X67
Ci•luni:ll llr .
O.l.uklo,
(407)
has picked up where she left off. She
won the TigerTides invitational and
finished strongly in the other four .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..

tune-up could
gwe your µioney
giore mileage;

_y.fiJJ.J~-:/iJJ..

DATE
Feb. 18-19
Feb. 26-28
Mar. 7-8
Mar. 14-15
Mar. 25-27
Apr. 15-17
Apr. 22-24
May

o')

l~ai.t

H.J~X21•

'93-94 season looks Kevin Yantis
So selvesquick.Theteamwill tournaments the women have played
likeascaryrepeat.The ......__ _ _ _ _ _ __,be playing in seven tour- in.
naments this spring, one
'The women have been very con,..
men seemed to have picked up where
of which is their own.
sistent this season, everythey left off, but the situation hopes to
The UCFGolfClassic - - - - - - - - one is contributing to the
change. '
will be played March Women's Golf Roster team," said Shumaker.
'We were very inconsiste.nt in the
Ti'ne Faanes
Fr
7-8andwillinclude21
After the fall season
fall, butmuchofitisduetoouryoung
Kim Millar
So
teams. Five of the 21
the women are ranked
team. Theexperiencewegainedinthe
Brook G t
J
eight in their district and
teamsareranked1nthe
e ran
r
fall should help us this spring," said .
Brittainy Hubble ·Sr
Shumaker.
·
top 20.
hope to maj<e their first
If the men plan on Betsy Simpson Fr
ever regional.
The team opened up their season
making ~post-season Brenda Sanchez So
"We are playing well
with seven new faces appearing on the
appearance they will Kristen Putman So and if we keep it up we .
golf course. And of the 11 men on the
havetobeardownand
should qualify," said
team, seven are from overseas. These
improve their consistency. Curr~ntly Shumaker.
factors contributed to the team's inIn order for the women to achieve
they'reranked 1Othin the East district.
consistent play.
The top eight teams make it to the East that goal they will need strong show,.
Of the team's four fall tournaments
Regional which will beplayed in Chat- ings from their top five.
their best finish was third in the Dixie
The women are averaging 3Q9 as a
tanooga, Tennessee in May.
Invitational. Junior Robert Damron
Their appearance will depend on · team in tournament play. If they can
had UCF's best individual finish. He
one thing. Coach Shumaker' s magic manage to keep that up they will be
capturedfirstplaceintheStetsonlnviword- consistency. ·
singing a sweet song ofrevenge in the
tational.
Meanwhile, the women's golf team regionals.
Damron was the only bright spot in

UCF MEN'S GOLF
1994 SGJIEDULE

co1·<:1~1g<:
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UTAH
Home to the
United States Ski Teom,
Park City offers diverse
terrain for all skiers from
world closs to young
beginners, with over
2,200 skiable acres.
Your Dream Vacation·!
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TOURNAMENT
LOCATION
Gatorlnvitational
Gainesville
USF Invitational
Tampa
UCF Golf Classic
Orlando
Seminole Intercollegiate Tallahassee
Southeastern Invitational Montgomery, Ala.
TAAC
Macon, Ga.
Billy Hitchcock lnvitationalAuburn, Ala.
NCAA Regionals

Invention Competition
Alpha Pi Mu will be sponsoring a
competition that will identify the best inventors
at UCF. Inventions will be judged by an expert
panel of judges (patent attorneys, engineers,
artists, and industry representatives). The entry
fee is $5.00 and any invention qualifis. All UCF
students, faculty, and staff are eligible. Cash
awards wll be awarded to the first, second, and
third place winners. For more information call
Alpha Pi Mu 823-5701.
Submission Guidelines: On an 8.5"xl1" sheet of paper, type or
print your idea in 100 words or less. One
illustration can also be included. Put
your name, address, and phone number
on the back of the entry.

,
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FJl the.Arena
Join the U CF Running Knigh_ts as they talw on the
Stetson Hatters on Saturday, February 19 at 2:00 p.m.
Bring your famJy and friends and come support your
home team. Admission FREE.

Wear your ugliest hat to win prizes!

Send entries to:

Submission Deadline:

Alpha Pi Mu, IEMS Dept., Engineering
#307 (on campus)
-ORAlpha Pi MU, IEMS, P.O. Box 25000,
Orlando, Fl 32816
February 20, 1994 (Winners will be
announced on February 24th)

Sun

BanK
Peare of Mind Banking®
Member FDIC/0 1994 SunBanks, Inc. ASunTrust Bank. "Peace of Mind Banking" is a registered service mark belonging exclusively to SunTrust Banks, Inc. NA 122·4

•)

..

..
Trans America
Athletic Conference

..

Men' s
•

Basketball

Championship
The winner gets a~ 3.utomalic .0ia to the
NCAA Tournarne~t. The f in&l g& . iLE: ~.:, be
televised live on ESPN.

5, 1994

March 3

Student Ticket Information*
* The TMC Men' s Basketball Charrpionship is not supported with
UCF Student Government Activity

&

Service Fees or UCF Athletic Fees.

These Student Ticket prices will not
1Je available atter February 2·6.
Regular Ticket Prices (approximately $3 more per ticket) will go into effect at .that point.
DEFINITION

OF

TERMS:

SESSION: Games blocked·tO;Jether for ticket purchases. The UCF P...rena will be cleared after each
~ession

•

is crnplete::i. ItDrs will open. for a session approxirrately 45 minutes tefore the start of the
first garre i_-ri a session.
Thursday has two sessions; Session 1 (2 games @. 2 & 4 pm) , Session 2 (2 games @ 7 & 9 pm)
lCF will. play in Session 2 .
Friday has one session ( 2 games @ 6 & 8 pm) , Satur3ay is The Charrpionship Game @ Noon.
GA (GENERAL ADMISSION): Seats are not reserv~d 3.!id are locaced in several sections in the
First Floor West Section a.~d the Entire Second Floor.
RESERVED SEATS: Lccate::i in the First Floor East Section (TJ side). They vJill te distribJtffi at
the UCF Arena's Will Call Window begiJ;liling 3 ho J'S before a session.

.

Non-Student Ticket information is available by calling 823-6006.

•'

"
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----------------------------------------------TAAC Men's Basketball "Early Bird" Student Ticket Application
Individua:J.. (s) :
GA: All Tournament Pass
GA: One Session
'Thursday, Session 2, Reserved
Fr~clay Reserved**
Saturday Reserved (Championship Game)**

$12 each
¢
5 each
-r'
$ 6 each
$ 7 each
$ 7 each

X # __= ··X# - - - X# - - = - X# - - =- X# - - =- -

Groups (14 or more) Group N a m e : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Group's Representative: - - - - - - - - - - - - P h o n e : _ _ _ _ _ __
$10 each X #_ _=_ _
Thursday, Session 2, Reserved
$ 4 each X # _ _ _ __
Friday Reserved**
$ 5 each X #
=-Saturday Reserved (Championship Game)**
$ 5 each X # _ _ _ __

GA: All Tournament Pass

'

** Reserved Tickets for Friday and Saturday can be picked up 3 hours before
Return this Ticket Application, withpa.yment (Cash or Charge),

th~

'Ibtal $ - - - first game on that day.

to the UCFArena TickPt Office before 4 pm on February 26.

MasterCard or Visa# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Expires _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~r:ate _ _ _ _ _ _~-

•
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Knights gallop to victories in fifth annual Olive Garden Classic
by SEAN PERRY
Contributing Reporter

The Knights baseball team rode into
the annual Olive Garden Classic on a dark
horse, as they hosted three nationally
ranked squads. Kicking off the tournament against North Carolina State, the
14th ranked team in the country, the
Knights anned with an array of youthf~l
talent, were primed for the upset.
The bats came alive in their first true

challenge this season, as the offense with
the hitting of sophomore catcher, Matt
Wallace, belted in nine runs to support the
consistent pitching of staff ace Mike
Halperin. After knocking off the Wolfpack
9-2, the Knights faced the Kansas Jayhawks,
under the label of a fluke perfonnance in
their first contest.
UCF head coach Jay Bergman begged
to differ.
"I'm very happy with our level of play so

far; now if we can just keep it up;" Bergman
said. "It seems· like our players are just
playing with a great deal of confidence. and
making the pl~ys when they nee.d to."
The Knights kept it up and shed the title
of dark horse, fluke, underdog and . any
other derogatory label as they pounded out
13 runs against Kansas. The game was a
back and forth battle as both teams exhibited the ability to score quickly, but UCF
closed the door in the ninth when pinch-

hitter Scott Muhlhan laced a three-run
double.
"We just started playing as a team,"
Muhlhan said. "We' re getting used to each
other and everybody is more confident."
Sophomore Jay Veniard walked away
from the 13-8 offensive barrage with his
first victory of the season. For the first
.time in the five years the Knights have
See BASEBALL, page 23

Women overcome youth and inexperience, pick up two TAAC wins
Sophomore Tamika Coley is a big reason the Lady Knights have rebounded

by JENNY DUNCANSON
Sports Editor

Most teams relish home-court
advantage. Playing in familiar territory in front of supporting fans goes a
long way towards a victory.
So, call the Lady Knights spoil
sports.
They went on the road to face
Trans America Athletic Conference
foes College of Charleston and Mercerandrainedon both team's parades.
UCF stole two victories, beating Mercer 84-80 Thursday and Charleston
67-60 Saturday. The two victories
moved the Lady Knights to 8-12 for
the season and 6-2 in the TAAC.
"(Winning on the road) is very
hard to do," said UCF head coach
Jerry Richardson. '1t's always more
comfortable at home. But when you
play teams more than once, road wins
are very important."
The road trip's success sterned
from the contributions of every team
member- everyone sco;ed against
Mercer. Richardson said he hopes the
entire squad will continue to play like
that.
'We have some go6d players,
but not every night. Consistency is our
biggest problem right now. I'm waiting for the night all nine step up and
play well. We're inexperienced.
See LADY KNIGHTS, page 25

by TOM JAMES

is among the Trans America Athletic
Conference leaders in both scoring
TamikaColey'svaluetoherteam and rebounds and has helped catapult
is incalculable. UCF women's bas- the Lady Knights into the upper echketball has been undergoing a mas- elon of the conference standings.
Coley'sscoringaveragehas been
sive bliildingprocessoverthe past two
years and it is apparent now that Coley hovering around·the 20-point mark al_l
isoneofthecomerstones ofits growth.· season long. Along with that she pulls
This red-shirt sophomore forward down over 10 boards an outing.
Contributing. Reporter

All this success has elevated
Coley into a leadership role, not only
on the court, but off it as well.
Coley has proven to.be the go-to
girl ·for the Lady Knights primarily
because of her tremendous production. Her teammates know this and
often look to Coley in clutch situations.

'1t' s fun to be looked up to, '' she
said. "I try not to make mistakes,
because everybody is watching you."
Coley'steammatesaren'ttheonly
ones who recognize her leadership
position. HeadcoachJerry Richardson
has welcomed her in as the leader.
See COLEY, page 25
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W'lth 30 points against College of Charleston Saturday, sophomore Tamika Coley claimed the top spot in the TAAC in scoring. Coley also had 14 rebounds in that
game, and also leads the conference in boards per game. The Knights are 6-2 in conference play heading into tomorrow's game. (DeHoog/ Future)

Men clawed by Cougars,
remain second -in TAAC
by TONY HUTCHESON
Contributing Reporter

One up and one down is how the'Knights fared as they went
on the road to firush a five game stretch in eight days. They had
lost to Mercer University and beaten the College of Charleston,
both conference opponents, at home earlier this season. But, they
did just the opposite away from the UCF Arena. The Knights
remain in second place in the Trans America Athletic Conference
with a 8-4 record and are 15-6 overall.
At Macon Coliseum Thursday, UCF rolled over the Bears
with a strong second half performance. It was revenge for the
Knights whose only home loss this season came at the hands of
Mercer. And for Bears, that was their last win.
'1,thought we played great defense the first five or six minutes
of the second half to build a lead and then we just maintained it
the rest of the game," said head coach Kirk Speraw.
The Bears led at the half in front ofjust 608 people. And some
of those were friends and family of UCF junior guard Patrick
Butts, who was born in Milledgeville, Ga Butts had four points.
As usual UCF was outsized in the paint, which was evident in
Mercer's 40-31 rebounding advantage. But it would not be
enough as UCF came out after the break and scored 12 straight
points to take the lead for good. Neither team shot great but the
Knights kept the game out of reach by hitting 12 of 12 from the
free throw line in the second half and sealed an 85-79 victory.
UCF was led by juniors Ochiel Swaby and Darryl Da'1is who
See BASKETBALL, page 24

MEN'S TENNIS vs. Webber, Feb. 7
Final: UCF 6;Webber 3
In the first ma~ch of the spring, UCF split the individual
matches with Fredrik Anderson, Todd Trombetti and Gerben
Willems posting wins. The men won all three doubles
matches.
WOMEN'S TENNIS vs. Webber, Feb. 7
Final: UCF 9, Webber 0
The womens wept Webber, every match decided in two sets.
Lara Froelich did not let her opponent score.
MEN'S TENNIS ':'S. Bethune-Cookman, Feb. 10
Final: UCF 7, BC 0
AB but one of the men's matches were shut-outs. The men
are undefeated in the 1993-94 season with a 5-0 record.
WOMEN'S TENNIS vs. Bethune-Cookman, Feb. 10
Final: UCF 9, B.C 0
The women furthered the stomping of the Wildcat team. All
but one of the matches was a shut-out. The women have a 22 record as they prepare for the bulk of the season.
WOMEN'S GOLF@ the Lady Gator Invite., Feb.11-13
The women placed seventh as a team in a field of 12 schools.
Kristen Putman was the top finisher for the Lady Knights,
shooting 229 and tying for eighth overall. Kim Millar tied for
17th with 234 strokes and Tina Faanes shot 241 and tied for
32nd.
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TODAY
Baseball vs. Bethune-Cookman (DH) 3 p.m.
(Game 2- WUCF 89 .9 FM)
THURSDAY
Men's Tennis@ Stetson 2 p.m.
Women's Basketball vs. Southeasten Louisiana 7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY
Men's Golf@ Gator Invitational (thru Sat.)
SATURDAY
Men's and Women's Track and Field@ Jacksonville U.
Men's Tennis vs. Florida Atlantic I p.m.
Baseball vs. Rollins 1 p.m.
Men's Basketball vs. Stetson 2 p.m.
(WGT AM540)
Women's Basketball vs. Georgia State 4 p.m.
MONDAY
Men's Basketball @Florida International 7:30 p.m.
(Sunshine Network)
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TUESDAY
Men's'Tennis@ North Florida 2 p.m.
Women's Basketball @Florida Atlantic 7 p.m.

•

